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Abstract
For about the last ten years, stereo matching in computer vision has been treated as a
combinatorial optimization problem. Assuming that the points in stereo images form a
Markov Random Field (MRF), a variety of combinatorial optimization algorithms has been
developed to optimize their underlying cost functions. In many of these algorithms, the MRF
parameters of the cost functions have often been manually tuned or heuristically determined
for achieving good performance results. Recently, several algorithms for statistical, hence,
automatic estimation of the parameters have been published. Overall, these algorithms
perform well in labeling, but they lack in performance for handling discontinuity in labeling
along the surface borders.
In this dissertation, we develop an algorithm for optimization of the cost function with
automatic estimation of the MRF parameters – the data and smoothness parameters. Both the
parameters are estimated statistically and applied in the cost function with support of
adaptive neighborhood defined based on color similarity. With the proposed algorithm,
discontinuity handling with higher consistency than of the existing algorithms is achieved
along surface borders. The data parameters are pre-estimated from one of the stereo images
by applying a hypothesis, called noise equivalence hypothesis, to eliminate interdependency
between the estimations of the data and smoothness parameters. The smoothness parameters
are estimated applying a combination of maximum likelihood and disparity gradient
constraint, to eliminate nested inference for the estimation. The parameters for handling
discontinuities in data and smoothness are defined statistically as well. We model cost
functions to match the images symmetrically for improved matching performance and also to
detect occlusions. Finally, we fill the occlusions in the disparity map by applying several
existing and proposed algorithms and show that our best proposed segmentation based least
squares algorithm performs better than the existing algorithms.
We conduct experiments with the proposed algorithm on publicly available ground truth
test datasets provided by the Middlebury College. Experiments show that results better than
the existing algorithms’ are delivered by the proposed algorithm having the MRF parameters
estimated automatically. In addition, applying the parameter estimation technique in existing
stereo matching algorithm, we observe significant improvement in computational time.
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1 Introduction
In the process of visual perception of depth, human eyes form a triangle with the
scene. This process of visualization of the 3D world is called triangulation. The key idea
in triangulation is that, if an object is viewed with only one eye open at a time, the object
is seen to be shifted. The amount of shifting is inversely proportional to the distance of
the object from the location of the eyes. For about the last four decades, continuous effort
has been provided by the computer vision scientists to implement triangulation and make
a computer see like human. In the implementation, cameras (i.e. the eyes) are connected
to a computer, images of a scene are captured, and then the scene is reconstructed into 3D
from the images. This technique for 3D reconstruction is known as stereo vision, where
one needs at least two images taken from two different viewpoints with respect to the
scene. The number of cameras could be two or more with the images captured
simultaneously at the same point of time. Alternatively, one camera can capture the
images sequentially over time if the scene to be reconstructed remains still.
In Figure 1.1, a binocular stereo system is shown and the triangulation technique is
illustrated. Figure 1.1 (a) shows the stereo system with two cameras placed some distance
apart. Figure 1.2 shows a real stereo image pair. Note that the cameras could be oriented
and arbitrarily placed, but they are focused on the same scene so that a significant overlap
in the images is obtained. The portion of the scene which is visible in both the cameras
can only be reconstructed into 3D. Figure 1.1 (b) illustrates how the depth of a scene
point relates to the abovementioned shifting in the triangulation process. CL and CR are
the camera centers. From geometry of the drawing, notice that the projections, pf and pc
of the scene points Pf and Pc respectively, shift to the left in the right camera CCD plane
(also known as the image plane) with respect to their location in the left camera CCD
plane. This is true for any point in the left image that the point will shift to the left in the
right image. Additionally, the condition, x( pcL ) − x( pcR ) > x p fL − x p fR , holds, where

( ) ( )

x( p ) is the x-coordinate of a point, p ; p cR and p fR are the projections of the scene
points Pf and Pc on the right CCD plane. Pc is closer to the cameras than Pf.
x( pcL ) − x( pcR ) is called the disparity of pcL . Thus, in stereo vision a point located
farther than other points has disparity smaller than the other points’.
Essentially, two problems need to be solved to reconstruct a scene using stereo
technique. One is matching of the images, where for a point in one of the images
disparity in the other image is determined. The other is 3D reconstruction of the scene
points applying 2D image coordinates of the matched image points. The later problem is
related to geometric calibration of the cameras that participate into acquisition of the
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Figure 1.1: (a) A stereo setup; (b) demonstration of disparity depth relation with projections of the
points on the CCD planes

stereo images. In this dissertation, we focus on solving the former problem, the stereo
matching, which is proved to be very difficult. We consider the binocular stereo, where
two cameras are located at two viewpoints on a line called baseline. We call the images,
captured by the two cameras, the left and right stereo images. Then, more specifically,
stereo matching can be described as a problem of matching the sites (pixels, features, or
image regions) of the left image to their corresponding sites in the right image. Hundreds
of algorithms have been published in the literature so far with new algorithms
continuously developed and published. In June 2007, a search with the phrase “stereo
matching” resulted about 514 hits only in the IEEE site.

Figure 1.2: A stereo pair with left and right images taken from two different viewpoints
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1.1 Background
Any stereo matching problem follows several general approaches towards a solution.
One of these approaches is window based, where, a window centering at a pixel to be
matched is taken in the left image and matched (often with cross-correlation or sum of
absolute differences) in the right image. There are two reasons behind considering a
window instead of only the pixel itself. First, stereo matching is ambiguous. One pixel in
the left image could match equally well with many pixels in the right image. A window is
often able to reduce this ambiguity by enclosing any gradient existing in the
neighborhood of the pixel. Second, individual pixels are more or less corrupted with
noise. Matching cost aggregated on a window suppresses the effect of noise in the
matching score; the price one has to pay is an increased computational cost and lost
details in the reconstruction. The window based approaches assume that object surfaces
are locally planar and also parallel to the image plane of the camera. Therefore, details in
the reconstruction are lost, i.e. accuracy in matching is sacrificed, in image regions that
have depth discontinuities, are unparallel with the image planes, or are taken with
cameras placed large baseline length apart. In the last case, image regions are visibly
distorted due to perspective foreshortening. Due to all these demerits, latest algorithms
have focused on matching stereo images pixel by pixel to provide a dense and detailed
reconstruction of the scene. However, in pixel level, ambiguity in matching is increased.
Both window and pixel based approaches apply a prior knowledge called spatial
coherence to resolve the ambiguity. Spatial coherence says that neighboring pixels should
have similar disparities, i.e., disparity map in a neighborhood should be smooth.
Therefore, one considers two costs in matching a site (pixel): one is the data cost, related
to data likelihood and the other is smoothness cost, related to spatial coherence or prior.
Combining the data and smoothness costs together into a single cost to define a matching
score has made stereo matching an optimization problem, which has evolved into a
category of algorithms known as energy minimizing algorithms. The goal of these
algorithms is to minimize the energy cost aggregated over all the pixels of the left image.
Two major tasks are involved in achieving this goal: one, modeling of the cost function
that accounts for the cost of a site (pixel or window) and two, optimization of the cost
aggregated over all sites. In the modeling phase, one or more energy parameters, also
known as the free parameters or temperatures, are taken into account to balance between
the data and smoothness costs so that the resulting disparity map neither suffer from lack
of smoothness nor become over-smoothed. Additionally, a few other energy parameters
are defined and set to appropriate values so that discontinuities in the data and
smoothness costs are handled properly. The energy minimizing algorithms are more
specifically called MRF algorithms when the related cost functions are modeled in
probabilistic framework.
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1.2 State of the art
Say that p L is a pixel in the left image that we want to match with its corresponding
pixel, p R , in the right image. Also, say that l pL is disparity (we will often call it disparity
label or simply label) of p L and q L is a neighbor of p L . In MRF algorithms, cost of
matching p L with p R is defined by the data and smoothness terms coupled by several
MRF parameters. In the following two subsections, we show how the MRF parameters
influence the final labeling solution (i.e. the disparity map). Then we explain how we
contribute in estimation of these parameters for better labeling solution than the existing
algorithms’.
In MRF algorithm, matching cost of a site is estimated as the following
E p L (l p L ) = D p L l p L + λ ∑ V l p L , l q L ,
(1)

( )

( )

q L ∈N ( p L )

(

)

where D pL l pL is the data cost (i.e., the likelihood term) of the point p L at disparity l pL ,
∑

(

V l pL , l qL

q L ∈N ( p L )

)

is the smoothness cost (i.e., the prior term), N ( p L ) is a set of

neighbors of p L , and λ is the smoothness parameter, which is also labeled as one of the
MRF parameters. We will discuss formally more on the cost function of eq. (1) later
introducing a few more parameters responsible for discontinuity handling. The objective
of brief introduction here is to address the role of λ , which controls smoothness of the
disparity solution, i.e., accuracy of the disparity map. As described by
Figure 1.3, when λ is assigned a large number (=1000 for instance) the solution becomes
over-smoothed; when assigned small (=0.01 for instance) the solution becomes undersmoothed. Thus, an appropriate value needs to be assigned to the parameter to obtain the
best results.
Middlebury College provides a set of test images with known ground truth disparity
map to evaluate the performance of stereo matching algorithms [Middlebury]. The
algorithms ranked as the top performers according to the Middlebury College
performance evaluation have good matching rates; however, in obtaining good results,
the MRF parameters are heuristically determined or manually tuned. The problem with
heuristic choice is that on an average they might work well for the test datasets but fail
for unknown data. If the choice is manually tuned for test datasets with known ground
truths, there is no way to verify if the parameters perform well on unknown data, since,
knowledge on true depth of the surface is often unavailable. Recently, two automatic and
statistical energy parameter estimation algorithms have been proposed – one by Zhang
and Seitz in [Zhang05, Zhang07] and the other by Cheng and Caelli in [Cheng07]. These
algorithms estimate the MRF parameters from the basic MRF expression of maximum-aposteriori (introduced in Section 1.5). Both of these algorithms propose parameter
estimation for existing MRF stereo matching algorithms using alternating optimization.
These algorithms have two weaknesses. One of them is that while they provide good
disparity solution overall, they do not perform well in handling discontinuity along the
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(a)

(c) λ

(b)

= 1000

(d)

λ = 0.01

Figure 1.3: (a) Reference stereo image, (b) ground truth disparity map, (c) over-smoothed solution, and (d)
under-smoothed solution; the reference image and its ground truth disparity map are taken from
Middlebury College test bed [Middlebury].

Surface borders. The other is computational costs involved in the estimation. In an
alternating optimization, the optimization algorithm starts with an initial estimate of the
parameters. Then, the parameters are applied to refine the disparity map and are updated
(i.e., estimated) from the refined disparity map using iterations. The matching algorithm
and parameter estimation algorithm continues alternatively until the parameters converge.
Since the parameter estimation iterations are nested inside the matching iteration,
computational complexities of these estimations are high.

1.3 Contributions
Contributions of this dissertation are three folds. First, it presents a novel MRF dense
matching algorithm. A new cost function is modeled and a novel optimization technique
relying on an adaptive support neighborhood mechanism is proposed for improved
matching. We use homogeneous neighbors as the adaptive support neighborhood to
handle discontinuity along surface borders and obtain better results than the existing
algorithms’ (see
Figure 1.4). Second, the proposed parameter estimation is computationally efficient.
In the estimation, we update the data parameters a priori applying a noise equivalence
hypothesis introduced by us. The smoothness parameters
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reference image

ground truth

ground truth

existing [Zhang07]

proposed

Figure 1.4: More consistent disparity map than existing algorithm with statistical estimation of parameters

are estimated applying a combination of maximum likelihood (hence, without using any
iteration) and disparity gradient constraint. Therefore, the parameter estimation
algorithms are computationally less expensive. Supporting experiments are carried out on
ground truth datasets provided online by the Middlebury College [Middlebury].
In terms of computational costs, the differences of our parameter estimation approach
compared to the two approaches in [Zhang05, Zhang07] and [Cheng07] are described in
two generic flow diagrams in Figure 1.4. For more specific comparison, we explain
computational complexities of the two approaches in Figure 1.5(a) and Figure 1.5(b) in
number of operations. Let us say that each of the data and smoothness parameter
estimation inference algorithms iterate a times on n number of pixels in S L (the left
image). Let us also say that the matching algorithm itself iterates b times on the n number
of pixels in SL. Then, according to Figure 1.5(a) the number of operations for estimation
of both the data and smoothness parameters is 2abn . According to Figure 1.5(b), the
number of operations is (a + b )n . This calculation is for two-frame stereo, whereas in
spac-etime stereo, the matching algorithm works on two videos of stereo images. Since
we estimate the data parameters a priori, approach in Figure 1.5(b) spends computational
time less than of approach in Figure 1.5(a). If the number of frames in each stereo video
is c, approach in Figure 1.5(a) would require 2cabn operations, whereas, the proposed
approach in Figure 1.5(b) would require only (a + cb)n operations.
Finally, we propose an occlusion filling algorithm that fills the occlusions more
consistently than the existing algorithms. Occlusions are regions in one of the stereo
images that are not seen in the other stereo image. Figure 1.6 shows occlusion filling
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Estimate likelihood parameters a
(EM)

1.Update likelihood
a
parameters (EM)
2.Update prior parameters
a
(EM)

Update prior parameters (ML)

b

b

Optimize the energy function

Optimize the energy function
Number of operations = (a + b )n

Number of operations = 2abn

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.5: (a) Parameter estimation in existing algorithms [Zhang07, Cheng07] and (b) parameter
estimation by the proposed algorithm

results of an existing and our proposed algorithms. Existing algorithms either fill
occlusions without considering the slope of the occluded surface [Yang06c, Min08,
Sun05] which is often similar to the slope of nearby non-occluded regions or they are not
independents of the matching algorithm [Klaus06, Min08]. Occlusion filling from
disparities of the neighbors is ambiguous when two backgrounds exist behind the
foreground. In our proposed algorithm, we remove this ambiguity by proposing a
measure called homogeneity, then apply interpolation, and achieve occlusion filling
results with higher consistency.

occlusions
(blue and red regions)

ground truth

filled by proposed
filled by existing
[Yang06c]
Figure 1.6: Occlusion filling results of existing and proposed algorithms; black rectangles show
inconsistency in occlusion filling.
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1.4 Motivations
For about the last four decades computer vision scientists have given a lot of effort to
solve the stereo matching problem and improve the matching performance. While MRF
stereo matching algorithms are the top performers among the existing stereo matching
algorithms (according to the Middlebury College evaluation), the parameters in most of
the algorithms are not automatic. In manual determination of the parameters, one has to
visually verify that a particular parameter setting produces more correct matches than the
other settings – a difficult task without any knowledge of true structure of the scene.
When the parameters are determined empirically from ground truth data sets, there is
always a possibility that the parameters will fail to generate correct matching results for
datasets providing no knowledge on their surface topologies.
Our research in stereo vision in general is motivated by the capabilities the stereo
vision technique offers in solving many real life problems. In applications that require 3D
reconstructions, measurements, or navigation without being too close to the objects,
stereo vision is a suitable technique [Huq07a, Kittler05, Onofrio05, Huq04, Chen01]. For
instance, stereo vision has successfully modeled 3D human faces for face recognition
allowing the recognition to happen without requiring any physical contact. 3D maps of
earth surfaces with natural objects, such as, mountains, rivers, etc. or human made
objects, such as, roads, buildings, etc. are often the outcomes of the satellite stereo
images. Stereo images captured with microscopes facilitate nano-scale 3D surface
metrology and inspection for fracture, corrosion, or accumulation of elements of interests
[Huq08a, Huq07b, Kammerud05, Hao07, Huq06]. In surgery, doctors can determine pose
of a patient with the help of stereo vision technique and take step accordingly; a vehicle
can estimate distances of obstacles in the streets and highways to avoid accidents or to
drive autonomously. In general, stereo vision contributes in quality control with surface
inspection and measurements, in safety and security with remote sensing and navigation,
and in reverse engineering where 3D CAD models are recovered from objects of
unknown dimensions. Some real life applications are illustrated with pictures in Figure
1.7. In these applications, parameters in the matching algorithms need to be estimated
automatically to adapt with varying imaging conditions and scene structures and obtain
reliable disparity solution.
In many navigation applications, intelligent robots may need to map terrains for path
planning and localize objects (often in real-time). To visualize the surrounding
environments into 3D, the robots can rely on stereo vision systems. Performance of the
stereo matching algorithms in terms of matching error and runtime are crucial to make
inferences properly from the 3D maps of the surroundings captured by these robots. The
performance is related to the work presented in this dissertation.
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1.5 The cost function and Bayesian inference
In this section, we discuss how the cost function in stereo matching, which is
comprised of the data and smoothness terms, is derived from Bayesian inference
[Rosenfeld76]. In Bayesian inference, if an object is given and we want to find its class,
we select a class (often a particular distribution) first and then find the probability of that
object of falling into that class. We assign the object the class with the highest
probability. Similarly, in stereo matching, we want to classify each pixel into their
corresponding class of labels (the disparities). According to the Bayesian inference, we
assign a label to a pixel and then estimate the probability of that pixel having that label.
We pick the label for which the probability is the highest. Following is a mathematical
interpretation of this inference.
Say that S L = m is the total number of pixels in S L , p L ∈ S L is a pixel in the left

image, and Λ = {w1 , w2 ,..., wk } is the set of allowable labels to be assigned to each pixel,
p L . Also say that L = {l1 , l2 ,..., lm }, l j ∈ Λ is a combination of labels, which maps between
S L and Λ , i.e. L : S L → Λ . Say Ω is the space of L (then, Ω = Λ

m

= k m ). Our goal is

to find an estimate, L∗ , such that the following,
L∗ = arg max P(L | S L ) ∝ arg max P(S L | L )P(L )
L∈Ω

L∈Ω

3D Face Modeling
(IRIS)

Surface inspection in micro-scale
(IRIS)

3D Urban Modeling
(University of North Carolina)

Unmanned Vehicle
(Seibersdorf Resesarch)

Figure 1.7: Some applications of 3D stereo modeling
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(2)

is satisfied in accordance with the Bayesian inference. Equation (2) can be expanded
using the joint probability of L ,
⎧
⎫
L∗ ∝ arg max P(S L | L )P(L ) = arg max ⎨ ∏ P x pL | l pL ⎬ • P(L ) ,
L∈Ω
L∈Ω
⎩ pL∈S L
⎭
where x pL is an evidence at the site p L ; x pL could be, for instance, an absolute intensity

(

)

difference of the pixel p L and its corresponding pixel p R for a label l p . The domain of
L

m

L , which is Ω , is large (recall Ω = Λ ). Ω turns into a small domain when the
following two assumptions are applied [Besag86]:
1. Markov Random Network assumption on L , which means that labeling of a pixel
is conditionally dependent only on its neighbors’ labels.
II. Each pixel has the same conditional density function on its label and they are
independent (we can relax this assumption by allowing conditional density function to be
different for each pixel).
Applying the combination of assumption I and Hammersley-Clifford theorem (1971), eq.
(2) can be reduced to an optimization problem with conditional probability. HammersleyClifford theorem says, if L is a Markov Random Field, assumption II will imply,

P(L ) = ∏ P (l p | {lq :q L ∈ N {pL }}) ,
L

pL ∈S L

L

where N {p L } is a set of neighbors of p L . Then, by conditional probability theorem,

(

)

(

)(

{

})

⎫
⎧
⎫
⎧
L∗ ∝ arg max ⎨ ∏ P x pL | l pL ⎬ • P (L ) = arg max ⎨ ∏ P x pL | l pL P l pL | l qL : q L ∈ N ( p L ) ⎬
L∈Ω
L∈Ω
⎭
⎩ pL∈S L
⎭
⎩ pL∈S L

(3)

The first probability term in eq. (3) is the likelihood of the site p L and the second term is
its prior (spatial coherence or smoothness). x pL is an evidence for p L at a given label

l pL . Both terms together is the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) of p L , a pL , written as

(

)( {

})

a pL = P x pL | l pL P l p L | l qL : q L ∈ N ( p L ) .

(4)

− log a pL is equivalent to a constant plus summation of the exponent terms of the
likelihood and prior. Therefore, optimizing (4) equals to minimizing summation of the
negative of the exponents of both the likelihood and prior terms defined as energy of the
pixel p L , E pL l pL , for a label l pL . If D pL l pL is the negative exponent part of the

( )
( )
likelihood and V (l p , l q ) is of the prior, then
L

L
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( )

E pL (l pL ) = λ1 D pL l pL + λ2

(

)

V l pL , l qL ,

∑

q L∈N ( pL )

(5)

where λ1 is the likelihood (alternatively the data) and λ2 is the prior (alternatively the
smoothness) model parameters. Since we want to optimize E pL l pL , estimation of

( )

absolute energy is not necessary. Consequently, we can eliminate one of the parameters
and write E pL l pL as

( )

( )

E pL (l pL ) = D pL l pL + λ

(

)

V l pL , l qL .

∑

qL∈N ( pL )

(6)

The energy equations (5) and (6) have been used in stereo vision literature quite often for
solving stereo matching iteratively with variations in the definition and estimation of the
λ -parameters and optimization of E pL l pL , thereby with varying performances. If we

( )

drop the assumption II partially, i.e., allow each site to have the same density function on
the likelihood and varying but independent conditional density function on their priors,
eq. (6) can be rewritten as eq. (7).

( )

E pL (l pL ) = D pL l pL +

∑

q L ∈N ( p L )

(

λ pL qL V pL qL (l pL , l qL ).

In eq. (7), the smoothness term V pL qL l pL , l qL

)

(7)

and the parameter λ pL qL are now

dependent on a neighbor the site p L interacts with. Nonetheless, densities of the priors,
i.e., interactions of p L with different neighbors, q L , are still independents.
The concept of MRF for labeling with the estimation of MAP in eq. (4) was first
introduced by Rosenfeld et al. in 1976 [Rosenfeld76]. Algorithms that apply this concept
are called relaxation labeling algorithms. Thus, relaxation labeling is defined as a class of
iterative algorithms for combinatorial optimization that assigns each site a label taken
from a set of discrete labels. As the iteration continues, ambiguity in labeling is reduced.
Relaxation applied with eq. (4) is a probabilistic relaxation. On the other hand, relaxation
with eq. (6) (or (7)) is energy minimization-based. In our case, the both kinds are
equivalent since the later ones are derived from the former. Relaxation labeling has been
widely used in many image processing and computer vision applications such as image
enhancement, edge detection, motion detection, image segmentation, object matching,
and so on.
Our goal is to minimize ∑ E pL l pL for obtaining an optimum configuration L∗ .
p L ∈S L

( )

− E pL (l pL ) is not guaranteed to be a convex function, since, even if the smoothness term
is chosen to be convex, the data term is never guaranteed to be convex. Note that eq. (6)
(or (7)) is not discontinuity preserving either and needs modification for it to have such
ability. Discontinuity occurs at surface borders where disparity (label) has sudden jumps
(increase or decrease). If these jumps occur along horizontal direction, portions of the
image near the boundary, which are visible in one of the images, are invisible in the
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other. These regions that become invisible in the other image are called occlusions. It is
because of the discontinuity handling and occlusion detection stereo matching has
become even a harder problem to solve.

1.6 Modeling and optimization in MRF stereo matching
Before going further into details in the remaining chapters of this dissertation this
section provides a quick overview on the modeling and optimization strategies of the cost
functions in relaxation labeling. The purpose is to make the remainder of this dissertation
more readable to the readers.
We model the cost function first and then optimize as described by the block diagram
in Figure 1.8. In the modeling phase, we model the data term from likelihood, which is a
data cost that follows a probability distribution or we model the data term with other data
costs such as sum of absolute differences or cross correlation coefficient. For likelihood,
the probability distribution and its parameters could be selected based on assumption or
based on evidences from the ground truth data. Because of the ambiguity in matching,
contextual constraints such as spatial coherence is introduced in the modeling. Spatial
coherence basically says that labeling of neighboring pixels is smooth, i.e., two
neighboring pixels should have similar labels unless they are truly discontinuous, i.e.,
they are on two adjacent surfaces (in the image space) with relatively big depth
differences (in the object space). Handling discontinuity could involve introducing more
parameters into the modeling phase. Spatial coherence (smoothness) between p L and its
neighbor is defined with an interaction function, which could also follow a distribution.
The interaction function is again modeled based on assumptions or based on evidences
from the ground truth data. To enforce the spatial coherence strongly, p L interacts
simultaneously with multiple neighbors that form a neighborhood system of an order. A
few neighborhood systems of different orders are illustrated in Figure 1.9. For a
particular algorithm, often, one of these systems is chosen empirically.
Input data could have more priors. For instance, another prior in stereo is visibility
constraint that says that corresponding pixels in the right image shift only in the left
direction (see Figure 1.1 (b)). The visibility constraint is true for all the pixels and can be
enforced in implementation of the matching algorithm explicitly; therefore, this prior is
not necessary to be included in the cost function.
The second phase is optimization, which is stochastic because of the nature of the
stereo matching problem and iterative because of its origination from the Bayesian
inference. To obtain a global minimum of ∑ E pL l pL , one needs to introduce a global
p L ∈S L

( )

convergence mechanism either implicitly or explicitly. Apart from the model parameters
of the data and smoothness costs (i.e., the likelihood and prior terms respectively in the
probabilistic framework), other parameters that control the global convergence
mechanism explicitly could be introduced in eq. (6). Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning
the theoretical fact that, because of having a stochastic nature, no optimization algorithm
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Phase 1: Modeling

Phase 2: Optimization
Optimize Energy Function

Model Cost Function

Define the likelihood and
likelihood parameters

Update
parameters

Define the contextual
constraints (priors):
1) Define neighborhood system
2) Define interaction function
Optimize energy
function

Introduce global inference
mechanisms (in addition to
priors) in the function if global
minimum is intended.

Figure 1.8: Modeling and optimization strategies diagram

for stereo matching could guarantee a global solution to the optimization of
∑ E pL l pL .
p L ∈S L

( )

Since the parameters are dependent on the labels (the disparities) of the pixels, an
alternating optimization algorithm is adopted (except for the data parameters in this
dissertation, which have been estimated a priori). In an alternating optimization
approach, the parameters are updated from available current labels of the pixels. Then,
updated parameters are used for a refined labeling through optimization of the aggregated
cost of the sites. The alternating phases continue until the aggregated cost converges.
Candidate Point

4-neighbor system of
order one

8-neighbor system of
order one

Neighbors

24-neighbor system of
order two

Figure 1.9: Neighborhood systems of different orders
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1.7 A block diagram of our approach
Figure 1.10 presents a block diagram of the proposed MRF stereo matching algorithm
along with occlusion filling to obtain an occlusion filled disparity map of a scene from
binocular stereo images. As described in the diagram, first we perform the stereo
matching. In stereo matching, the data model parameters are estimated a priori from a
single image and adaptive support neighborhood selection is performed before the
matching iteration starts. In the matching iteration, we perform the stochastic
optimization alternated with the estimation of the smoothness parameters. The
smoothness parameter is estimated using maximum likelihood, hence, only a single
iteration. The matching iteration works on a pair of symmetric functions. One of these
symmetric functions performs left-to-right matching and the other performs right-to-left.
The a priori estimation of the data model parameters provides stability in convergence of
the optimization step. This is because the data and smoothness parameters are
interdependent; one of them can not be known unless the other one is already known. The
a priori estimation breaks interdependence in estimation of the two parameters. The
adaptive support neighborhood adds additional consistency in handling of the
discontinuity in smoothness. In matching, we enforce a number of constraints and
assumptions. They are discussed in details in the next subsection. After the matching
converges, occlusions are detected by comparing the two disparity maps delivered by our
symmetric matching algorithm and then, occlusions are filled.
Stereo
images

Stereo matching

Features of merit:
Data model parameters
pre-estimated
Smoothness parameters
estimated avoiding
costly inference

Estimation:
Data model
parameters

Features of merit:
Adaptive
neighborhood
selection

Symmetric matching for
improved performance
Stochastic
Optimization

Estimation: Smoothness
model parameters

Adaptive Local Support
Neighborhood
Convergence/Stability

Occlusion
detection

Disparity map
and
Occlusions

Occlusion
filling

Contributions

Features of merit

Figure 1.10: The flow diagram of our proposed MRF stereo matching algorithm and occlusion filling
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1.8 Constraints and assumptions in matching
Stereo images could have several constraints and a number of assumptions can be
imposed on them. These constraints and assumptions can be effectively applied into
stereo matching algorithms to achieve good matching results. As mentioned earlier, one
of the constraints is the visibility constraint: any corresponding pixel in the right image
will shift to the left. One of the assumptions is rectification. All the matching algorithms
proposed or cited in this dissertation assume that the stereo images are rectified. When a
scene is captured into two images from two viewpoints, corresponding image points,
which are projection of the same scene point, may not appear on the same scan line of the
stereo images. From camera epipolar geometry (Figure 1.11(a)) it is possible to transform
the images such that the corresponding image points appear on the same scan line
[Fusiello00, Trucco98] in both images and also, all the points on a left scan line appear
on the corresponding right scan line. Figure 1.11(a) describes the epipolar geometry
where CL and CR are the camera centers and eL and eR are the epipoles. On the image
planes, pL and p R are the projections of the same scene point P. An epipole of a camera
is the projection of the center of the camera on the image plane of the other camera. All
points on an epipolar line, which connects the epipole with the projection of a scene
point, in one image plane lies on the corresponding epipolar line in the other image plane.
From a set of known pair of matched points it is possible to align the points on the
corresponding epipolar lines horizontally on the same scan lines in both images as
described by Figure 1.11(b). This transformation process is called rectification. For more
on the epipolar geometry and rectification we refer to [Faugeras93, Hartley04]. Since we
assume the images to be rectified, search for correspondence in the right image is not
necessary in other directions except along the horizontal line.
Another assumption we make is that the object surfaces are Lambertian
[Lambert60], which means that brightness of a point does not change if viewed from
another angle. We hold this assumption for both kinds of images – images from the
optical cameras and images from the LC-SEM (Large Chamber Secondary Electron
Microscope). This assumption leaves modeling of the image noise to take into account
only the other sources such as dark current, discretization, etc. We further assume that all
noise, generated from these sources, combined follows a single distribution.
There are three other constraints – disparity gradient, ordering, and uniqueness.
Disparity gradient constraint says that an object surface can not be bent more than a
threshold, called disparity gradient threshold. For narrow baseline stereo this threshold
value is small and often assumed as 1.0. We hold this assumption in our proposed stereo
matching algorithm. Violation of disparity gradient constraint occurs due to depth
discontinuity, which, when occurs along the horizontal line, leads essentially to
occlusions. On the other hand, ordering constraint says that consecutive sites in the left
image appear in the same order in the right image. This constraint is not valid if narrow
objects exist in the scene and they are located relatively close to the camera with respect
to their backgrounds. We do not apply ordering constraint, but we apply the uniqueness
constraint that allows a site in one of the images to have only one match in the other.
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Figure 1.11: (a) epipolar geometry and (b) rectified images

1.9 Organization of the dissertation
In chapter two, we review the existing energy minimizing (MRF and non-MRF)
stereo matching algorithms. States of the art of stereo matching are presented with
classification based on their optimization techniques and with performance in terms of
matching error and parameter estimation techniques. We also present a survey summary
of state of the art in occlusion filling. In chapter three, we describe modeling of the
proposed cost function in details, introduce the MRF parameters and their statistical
estimations, describe the adaptive support neighborhood selection algorithm, and
describe the optimization of the aggregated cost function. We propose symmetric
matching cost functions for improved matching and occlusion detection. In chapter four,
we present a number of existing and proposed occlusion filling algorithms. We detail the
occlusion filling problem that has not been systematically defined and studied in the
current stereo vision literature.
In chapter five, we present experimental results. We conduct experiments on the
Middlebury College datasets to show that with the proposed parameter estimation our
adaptive support neighborhood based matching algorithm performs with matching error
lower than the existing algorithms’. The Middlebury College datasets are available online
with their ground truth matching information for each pixel of the stereo images and are
used by authors worldwide to evaluate performances of stereo matching algorithms. We
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also present matching results from applying the proposed algorithm on LC-SEM images.
We apply existing and proposed occlusion filling algorithms to the ground truth disparity
maps with occlusions labeled. The best proposed occlusion filling algorithm is then used
to fill occlusions in the disparity maps generated by our matching algorithm. The
occlusion filled disparity maps are compared both numerically and visually with existing
algorithms that work with manual settings of the parameters. Finally, we implement our
parameter estimation technique with an existing top ranked algorithm called BP (belief
propagation) and show that our estimation technique generates comparable results with
computational time less than the existing BP algorithms’.
Chapter six draws conclusions and suggests a number of future works based on the
novel ideas and concepts applied in our proposed algorithms. An appendix, which is
related to the subject of this proposal, is added at the end. We develop a generic method
for calibration of SEM/LC-SEM scanners assuming an affine camera model. This
calibration model is for a more generalized image capturing set up than the ones existing
in the literature; the existing models are derived from our generalized model.
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2 Literature review
Research in stereo matching has continued for almost the last four decades. Matching
algorithms, developed in the early period, mostly focused on sparse matching at salient
image features, such as, corners and edges. Taking advantage of the growing computing
power, lately computer vision scientists have focused on dense matching, where, images
are matched at every pixel. Since the beginning of the current decade, dense matching has
drawn significant attention. The top performers of these algorithms are cost function (i.e.
energy function) minimization based and they are reviewed in this chapter. First we
review the algorithms in terms of their optimization techniques. Stan Z. Li has classified
generic MRF optimization techniques for computer vision in his book [Li95]. Our
classification in this chapter is specifically for MRF stereo. Then, we focus on existing
MRF stereo matching algorithms with statistical parameter estimation. The algorithms
are studied comparatively based on their performances on the Middlebury College
ground truth datasets. Finally, we conduct survey on a few existing stereo matching
algorithms to project upon the states of the art of techniques for occlusion filling
undertaken by those algorithms.

2.1 MRF stereo matching algorithms
Performances of an MRF stereo matching algorithm depend on several main factors:
modeling of the cost function, the MRF parameters and their estimations, and
optimization of the cost function. As mentioned earlier, the optimization technique is
generally stochastic because of the stochastic nature of a stereo matching cost function.
Even if the potential function (the smoothness cost) is convex (i.e., in L2 or higher norm),
eq. (6) is considered as a stochastic function due to the fact that in an allowable range of
l pL , the data cost function is stochastic. Therefore, optimization of ∑ E pL l pL for a
p L ∈S L

( )

global minimum is stochastic. Because of being stochastic, there are two important facts
with all existing MRF stereo matching algorithms. One, existing methods do not
guarantee a global minimum. Two, starting with a different initial labeling (i.e. disparity
map) in different runs these algorithms do not guarantee the same final labeling.
One of the bases for classification of the MRF stereo matching algorithms is then how
their underlying cost functions are optimized. On this basis, we can study them as local
methods and global methods, which are also the major classifications of the stochastic
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optimization techniques. Several algorithms have aspects both local and global in nature.
They are reviewed as another class called ‘Hybrid methods’. Besides, one class of
algorithms, which is global in nature, has been developed specifically for solving stereo
matching problem. This class is known to the vision community as dynamic
programming. Earliest to most recent algorithms are divided in these four classes for
review in the following subsections.
2.1.1

Local methods

In the local methods, matching is performed by taking one site at a time. Iterated
conditional mode (ICM) is a local method well known for being one of the earliest
stochastic optimization techniques. ICM is briefly described here.
ICM (Besag 1986 [Besag86]): In ICM, the cost function in eq. (6) is optimized
individually at every site, but the sites are accessed in a certain order. The optimization
technique itself was first proposed by Besag [Besag86]. Because of having an access
direction, ICM is labeled as a deterministic approach sometimes. In stereo matching case,
one possible direction is to pick the site that has the smallest row and column number
among the sites that have not yet matched in the current iteration. Such an order ensures
that the matching information of one site is utilized by (hence propagated to) an
immediate neighbor. Since the sites are optimized one at a time, ICM provides only a
local solution. ICM has been used for comparing with other techniques, such as in
[Szeliski06]. Shafik et al. have used ICM for 3D face modeling from stereo images
[Huq07].
Another commonly used local method is Winner Take All (WTA) where the stereo
matching is performed on all allowable labels of a site. Label that requires the minimum
energy is selected. [Huq08b] is an example work of WTA stereo matching algorithm.
WTA has often been called Highest Confidence First (HCF).
2.1.2

Global methods

In the global methods, an aggregated cost over all the sites in the left image is
optimized. Variation in aggregated cost occurs through annealing of the MRF parameters
common to all the sites. In global optimization methods, eq. (6) can be rewritten as an
aggregated energy,
⎫
V (l pL , l qL )⎬ ,
(8)
pL ∈S L
pL ∈S L ⎩
qL ∈N ( pL )
⎭
where λ is the smoothness parameter common to all the sites. Equation (8) is again not
guaranteed to be a convex function. Four techniques for the global optimization of eq. (8)
are discussed here.
⎧

∑ E pL (l pL ) = ∑ ⎨D pL (l pL ) + λ
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Simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983 [Kirkpatrick83]): First introduced by
Kirkpatrick et al. in 1983, simulated annealing was used in computer vision for image
restoration with maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimation by Geman and Geman
[Geman84] and later for solving stereo matching problem by Barnard [Barnard89].
Simulated annealing is a common cost minimizing technique, where the annealing
parameters (i.e. the MRF parameters in stereo) are varied within a range the cost function
is believed to have the global minimum. Even though finding a range is often easy,
difficulty arises in determining the step size for increment of a parameter for a possible
hit to the minimum – for a big step size the minimum could be missed, but for a small
size computational time goes up exponentially with an increase in the number of
parameters to be varied. In stereo matching, the smoothness parameter could be common
to all the sites as shown in eq. (8) or vary site to site (depends on the modeling
assumptions of the cost function) as shown in eq. (7). If common, quality in matching is
sacrificed; if varied to achieve the quality, computational time becomes unacceptably
high. Assuming a common smoothness parameter, simulated annealing was used in
[Szeliski06] to study the relative performances of other MRF stereo matching algorithms.
Mean field annealing (Peterson and Soderberg 1989 [Peterson89], Geiger and Girosi
1989 [Geiger89]): Mean field annealing was first introduced by Peterson and Soderberg
in 1989 and independently by Geiger and Girosi in the same year. Mean field annealing
methods replace the stochastic update rules of simulated annealing with deterministic
rules based on the behavior of the mean disparity at each pixel [Geiger91]. Nonlinear
diffusion used in [Scharstein98] for solving stereo matching problem is a mean field
annealing algorithm; occlusions in this algorithm are not detected but treated only as
noise.
Graduated non-convexity (Blake and Zisserman 1987 [Blake87]): Developed by
Blake and Zisserman, graduated non-convexity intends to reach the global optimum
starting with a convex version of eq. (8) and ending at the desired non-convex function in
eq. (8). At each step, non-convexity is adopted by choosing another convex version of eq.
(8). The difficulty of this algorithm lies in finding a non-convexity rate and related cost
functions which gradually turn into the desired function. Graduated non-convexity was
applied by Oriot and Besnerais for matching aerial stereo images [Oriot98]. The data
term was window based cross-correlation coefficient. Gradual non-convexity was applied
only to the smoothness term, which, however, did not guarantee that both terms together
guaranteed convexity, hence, still had a chance to be trapped at a local minimum. In their
algorithm, disparity gradient was varied from a predefined maximum to a minimum
(=1.0) to apply non-convexity.
Genetic algorithm (Holland 1975 [Holland75]): Genetic algorithm (GA) was first
proposed by John Holland [Holland75]. GA is a general purpose global optimization
technique, which is iterative, randomized search based, and often regarded as an
alternative method for solving complex optimization problems, especially for functions
whose derivatives can not be computed numerically.
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In GA, first, an initial population of solutions is generated. Since the population is
m
huge (for stereo matching, Ω = Λ ), usually, cross-correlations with multiple windows
of different sizes are applied first to reduce the number of allowable labels for each site.
Then, all sites are put together in a string called chromosome, where one label among the
allowable set of labels for each site is a gene. The population then goes through crossover
and mutation operations to generate a new population from where a new generation of
population is created by estimating fitness of each chromosome and picking only those
having high fitness scores. The crossover and mutation operations assign a site a new
label (i.e. a disparity value) making sure that the uniqueness constraint is maintained.
Ordering constraint is often enforced during these operations.
GA was applied in [Gong01, Saito95, Tien04] for stereo matching. For dense
matching in [Gong01], the motivation was to improve the accuracy of the disparity map
generated after removing the mismatches caused by both occlusions and false matches.
The algorithm took advantage of multi-view stereo images to detect occlusions, therefore,
removed mismatches caused by the visibility constraint. In [Tien04], the matching was
sparse and performed only on edges. Both in [Gong01] and [Tien04], chromosome fitness
function for selection with elitist strategy [Holland75] was similar to eq. (6). In [Saito95],
which was also a dense matching algorithm, fitness function was only the absolute
difference of intensities. Besides, the reference image was divided into blocks and GA
was applied to each block separately. The chromosome length was equal to the number of
sites in one block.
GA has not been used much probably because stereo matching is only a difficult but
not a complex problem. As mentioned, GA is better suited to solve complex problems
where parameters can not be estimated explicitly.
2.1.3

Hybrid methods

Hybrid methods deploy partially global and local aspects in their optimizations. We
have described here two hybrid methods; these two methods and their variants are
currently the top performers in solving stereo matching problem. The first method is
graph cuts. In graph cuts, one iteration i is for one of the allowable labels, wi , to check
against all the sites, which we consider as a global aspect. If the aggregated cost in eq. (8)
estimated in the current iteration is smaller than in the previous iteration, sites that do not
have the label wi is now labeled as wi . On the other hand, the checking on whether the
cost of assigning the new label wi to a site is lower than its current label is performed
locally at that site. The second method is belief propagation, which has local cost
computation at each site but also has message passing between neighboring sites. We
consider this message passing, which can be thought of information sharing among sites
within a large neighborhood, a global (or semi-global) aspect. Graph cuts and belief
propagation are described in more details here.
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Graph cuts (Menger 1927 [Menger27], Elias et al. 1956 [Elias56], Ford and
Fulkerson 1956 [Ford56]): Graph cuts as a combinatorial optimization technique was first
proposed and applied to stereo matching by Boykov et al. in 2001 [Boykov01]. The
central idea was to represent an energy function (eq. (8)) with graphs and then optimize
the function through minimum cuts. Theory of minimum cuts of a graph was developed
long ago by Karl Menger in a graph theory in 1927 [Menger27]. This theory says that if s
and t are distinct, non-adjacent vertices in a connected graph G, then the maximum
number of s-t paths in G equals the minimum number of vertices needed to separate s and
t. This theory derives the max-flow min-cut theory: the value of the max flow is equal to
the value of the min cut, which was proved by P. Elias, A. Feinstein, and C. E. Shanon in
1956 [Shanon56], and also independently by L. R. Ford and D. R. Fulkerson in the same
year [Ford56].
Graph cuts operates on graph-representable functions of binary variables. In stereo
matching, each site can have more than two labels hence they are not binary. To treat the
sites as binary variables only, in a matching iteration two choices are given to all the
sites: either the site moves to the label wi or it remains with whatever label it has. To be
graph-representable, a function has to be regular. A function is regular if it meets the
following constraint,
E (0,0 ) + E (1,1) ≤ E (0,1) + E (1,0 ) ,

(9)

where E : {0,1} → R is a function of the 2nd order cliques of binary variables. For
E pL (l pL ) to be a regular function only V (l pL , l qL ) needs to be a metric since D pL (l pL ) is
2

a unary function, hence, trivially regular. V (l pL , l qL ) is regular when it is a metric; since
then, the triangular relation holds for the constraint in (9) to be true. Graph cuts uses
D pL (l pL ) as a quadratic of absolute difference between intensities of pL and its
corresponding site p R at l pL and V (l pL , l qL ) as a truncated Euclidean distance, where
Euclidian part makes V (l pL , l qL ) metric and truncation makes it discontinuity preserving.
Thus,

(

)

V (l pL , l qL ) = min K , l pL − lqL ,

(10)

where K is a free parameter working as a bound on V (l pL , l qL ) . Another choice for
V (l pL , l qL ) in graph cuts is Potts interaction penalty [Potts52], which is also both metric
and discontinuity preserving (eq. (11)).

(

)

V (l pL , l qL ) = δ l pL ≠ l qL , where δ (true ) = 1 and δ ( false ) = 0 .
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(11)

(a)

(b)

I

Figure 2.1: (a) Graph with a loop, (b) graph without loop, and (c) loopy graph created by a 3×4 stereo image;
each matching site is a node in the graph.

Both (10) and (11) have demerits. Equation (10) has an unknown parameter K to be
estimated. Equation (11), on the other hand, sacrifices matching quality by replacing
slanted surfaces with stair like structures.
Graph cuts based existing algorithms [Hong04, Yang06a] are good at preserving
discontinuity (occlusion or discontinuity of surface smoothness). However, they are
sensitive to noise, since the data and smoothness terms the algorithms work with are not
statistical rather chosen heuristically. The smoothness term described by (11) imposes
piecewise linearity on surfaces, hence, leaves out stair effects in reconstructions. In an
experiment by Szeliski et al., it is observed that at best, Graph cuts produces aggregated
cost that is 0.018% over the global minimum (obtained from the ground truth data), while
at worst, the cost is 3.6% larger [Szeliski06].
Belief propagation (Pearl 1986 [Pearl86], Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1986
[Lauritzen86]): Judea Pearl in 1986 and Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter in the same year
independently formulated belief propagation. Belief propagation (BP) works on finite
cycle-free graphs. However, because all its operations are local, it may also be applied to
graphs with loops (hence calling it as loopy belief propagation) (see Figure 2.1), such as
stereo images, where it becomes iterative and approximate. In BP, each site estimates the
MAP and passes the MAP information, called message, to its neighbors.
There are two versions of BP algorithm, sum-product and max-product; both the
algorithms produce the same results [Felzenswalb04]. We discuss here only the later one
since it resembles to one of the cost functions (eq. (6)) described in this dissertation. The
max-product BP algorithm works by passing messages around the graph defined by the
4-neighbor systems of order one (see Figure 1.9 and Figure 2.2). Each message is a
vector of dimension given by the number of possible labels. Let mqt L pL be the message

that node q L sends to a neighboring node pL at time t. s L are all the neighbors of pL
except q L , the neighbor to whom message is sent. All entries in mq0L pL are initialized
with zero, and at each iteration new messages are computed in the following way,
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m st L−1p L (l p L )

sL

m st L−1p L (l p L )

m tp L q L (l q L )

sL

pL

qL

m st L−1p L (l p L )
sL

Figure 2.2: Message passing mechanism in Belief Propagation (BP); p L sends message to q L .

( )

( )

(

)

( )

⎛
⎞
mqt L pL l pL = min⎜ DqL l qL + λV l qL , l pL +
mst −L1pL l qL ⎟ ,
∑
l pL ⎝
sL∈N (qL )\ p L
⎠

(12)

where N (q L ) \ p L denotes the neighbors of p R excluding pL . After T iterations, a belief
vector is computed for each node as

( )

( )

b pL l pL = D pL l pL +

( )

T
∑ mqL pL l p L .
qL ∈N ( pL )

( )

(13)

Finally, the labels l *pL that minimize b pL l pL individually at each node are selected as
the disparity map. To allow discontinuities, a function similar to (10) was used in the first
BP algorithm for stereo proposed by Sun et al. [Sun03], where, rather than truncating the
linear cost they had a function that changed smoothly from being almost linear near the
origin to a constant value as the cost increases.
Several variants of BP exist [Wainwright05, Meltzer05, Kolmogorov06, Klaus06,
Yang06c, Onofrio04]. In [Wainwright05, Meltzer05, Kolmogorov06], the authors tried to
further develop or establish the theoretical aspects of belief propagation. In
[Wainwright05], Wainright et al. proposed a variant of BP called tree reweighted belief
propagation (TRBP) which differed slightly from BP in message update technique. TRBP
is able to compute lower bound of a graph with cycles by decomposing the graph into
trees. In [Meltzer05], Meltzer et al. experimentally showed that TRBP finds a global
minimum lower than the graph cuts’ and BP’s. Although TRBP is inspired by the
problem of finding the true global minimum, Kolmogorov showed that in practice, TRBP
algorithms do not always provide a lower bound on the energy; also, it does not converge
always [Kolmogorov06] either. He proposed a convergent tree reweighted message
passing algorithm, which found the aggregated cost guaranteed not to increase.
Experimental results demonstrated that on certain synthetic and real problems, this
algorithm outperforms both the ordinary belief propagation and the tree-reweighted
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algorithm in [Wainwright05]. In addition, on stereo problems with Potts interactions, he
obtained the aggregated cost lower than the graph cuts’ and BP’s.
In [Klaus06, Yang06c], the performances of belief propagation were improved rather
using image cues. In [Klaus06], the idea was to segment the left image based on color
and assume each segmented part as a plane. The color segmentation improved matching
around the discontinuous regions. With the same objective, in [Yang06c] the data cost
was obtained from color weighted cross-correlation. [Onofrio04] is an application of
belief propagation for modeling 3D face, where the data cost is obtained from area based
estimate.
The standard belief propagation propagates the messages around a graph with loops.
Therefore, the MAPs are redundant in the estimated cost, i.e., the disparity map is not
obtained from an optimum on approximated cost. An experiment conducted by Szeliski
et al. showed that, at best, BP gives an energy that is 3.4% higher and at worst 30%
[Szeliski06]. The top ranked stereo matching algorithms listed in the performance table
of Middlebury stereo site are BP and their variants [Middlebury].
2.1.4

Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming is an optimization method of solving problems that exhibit
the properties of overlapping sub-problems and optimal substructures. Optimal
substructure means that optimal solutions of sub-problems can be used to find the optimal
solutions of the overall problem. For instance, in a graph with cost weighted edges, if cost
of a path between two vertices U and V are optimal and W is any vertex on the path then
the costs of UW and WV are also optimal. This concept can be applied to solve stereo
matching problem by taking advantage of the sites for being on the same scan lines in
rectified stereo images. If we match all the sites in row j in the left image with all the sites
in row j in the right image we have a 2D array of matching costs. Costs of the
corresponding pixels will stay approximately along the diagonal of this array. Stereo
matching then becomes a problem of finding an optimal path on a two-dimensional
search plane. Successful attempts at dynamic programming for solving the stereo
correspondence problem are reported by Baker and Binford in 1981 [Baker81] and Ohta
and Kanade in 1985 [Ohta85]. In the former, correlation was performed at edge points to
reliably spot a few vertices on the path. Then, dynamic programming was applied to fill
the remaining vertices on the path. In the later, additionally consistency between scan
lines was maintained by enforcing continuity of vertical edges.
A two pass dynamic programming algorithm applying eq. (6) was proposed by Kim
et al. [Kim05] to estimate cost of a site in a dynamic programming algorithm. In one of
the passes, matching was performed within one scan line; in the other, consistency
between scan lines was enforced. Data term was sum of absolute differences of intensities
in homogeneous regions and sum of absolute differences of intensities convolved with
Gaussian kernel in heterogeneous regions. In pass one, only left and right neighbors of pL
were included in the smoothness term. In pass two, neighbors from scan lines above and
below the current scan line were included and aggregated with the cost estimated in pass
one. For the smoothness term, a modified Pott model (Eq. (14)) allowed slanted surface
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reconstruction to have the stair effect avoided. Discontinuity in disparity was maintained
by setting the smoothness parameter λ inversely proportional to the intensity gradient.
if l pL = l qL
⎧ 0
⎪
V (l pL , l qL ) = ⎨0.5 if l pL − l qL = 1 .
⎪ 1
otherwise
⎩

(14)

To gain speed in matching, some dynamic programming algorithms avoid energy
function. A fast and automatic stereo matching algorithm based on dynamic
programming was proposed by Benshair et al. [Benshair96]. Instead of using a cost
function, threshold value on the data term was used to determine the optimal path. In a
similar threshold based algorithm, Fortsmann et al. obtained real-time performance (30
FPS on a 2.2GHz PC) on dense matching combining coarse to fine approach and
compiler optimization [Fortsmann04].

2.2 Middlebury College test bed for comparative studies
Middlebury College stereo test bed is a worldwide known website [Middlebury]
where standard test stereo images with ground truth disparity maps and occlusions are
posted. The images are captured with narrow baseline stereo rig and they have varieties
structures in regards with color, depth variation, and shapes and sizes of surfaces. Each
stereo pair has known ground truth disparity map obtained from laser scan. Occlusions in
the disparity maps are detected from re-projections of the disparity maps and
discontinuous regions in the disparity solutions are labeled. The test bed currently
suggests a data set of four test stereo image pairs, also known as the new dataset, for
evaluation: Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy, and Cones. Previously, they had a different data set
of four images, also known as the old dataset: Tsukuba, Venus, Map, and Sawtooth.
Apparently, these two datasets have the two image pairs, Tsukuba and Venus, in
common.
Figure 2.3 shows one of these stereo pairs and its ground truth disparity and occlusion
maps. In the ground truth images, the brightest point is the closest to the cameras. Figure
2.3(a) and (b) are the left and right stereo images. Notice that all points in the right image
shift to the left (the visibility constraint). Disparities of the pixels are scaled by a number
and then rounded to the nearest integer to visualize as shown in Figure 2.3(c). The scale
factor is chosen to be such that after scaling, the maximum disparity does not pass 255.
10 pixels wide regions near the border of the image are shown black; they are not counted
in the evaluation. Some portions in the left image are occluded in the right image. They
are shown in black in Figure 2.3(e). As mentioned earlier, occlusions occur near the
border of two surfaces. Figure 2.3(f) shows the discontinuous regions in white. Figure 2.4
shows all the test images used for evaluation by Middlebury College. Only one image of
each image pair is shown in the figure.
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(a)

(b)

I

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.3: One of the Middlebury test stereo image pairs (image size 383×434), (a) left image, (b) right
image, (c) ground truth disparity map, (d) 10 pixels of border excluded from performance evaluation, (e)
regions of the left image that are occluded in the right image, and (f) discontinuous regions of the left
image [Middlebury].
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Tsukuba

Venus

Cone

Teddy

Sawtooth
Map
Figure 2.4: Ground truth test images used by Middlebury College for evaluation of stereo matching
algorithms [Middlebury].
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Middlebury College also posts a performance table online [Middlebury]. This table
lists performance of many stereo matching algorithms published mostly after year 2000.
Table 2.1 is prepared from the current on-line version of the evaluation table first
published in the paper [Scharstein02] in 2002. Table 2.1 compares matching rates of
competing MRF stereo matching algorithms against four test image pairs of the new
dataset. For evaluation according to the rules set by the Middlebury College, all
algorithms in Table 2.1 are run with constant parameter settings for all four images.
Each cell in the table has two numbers. The top number is the matching error
obtained from comparison with the ground truth disparity map. These numbers represent
the error percentages of bad pixels, i.e., pixels that have absolute disparity error greater
than 1. For each image pair, the table reports error percentages for (1) non-occluded
(‘non-occ’) pixels in the images, (2) all pixels (‘all’) including occlusions, and (3) pixels
near depth discontinuities (‘disc’) (see Figure 2.3(f)). 10 pixels in Venus and 18 in
Tsukuba near the border are ignored in the evaluation. For more details, we refer to the
website, [Middlebury].
The bottom number in each cell is rank. The cumulative score of each algorithm in
each column is indicated in the green column. The cumulative score is average of all the
ranks of an algorithm. A rank is the position number of an algorithm in a list where all
the algorithms are sorted in non-decreasing order according to a particular matching error
rate. However, for a class-wise comparative study, the algorithms are listed according to
their optimization classes in non-increasing order of overall performance. The algorithms
mentioned in Table 2.2 are non-MRF algorithms. It is clear from these two tables that
MRF algorithms show better performance than the non-MRF ones. Also, among MRF
algorithms, BP based algorithms are the top performers.

2.3 Existing algorithms for MRF parameter estimations
Two major statistical techniques for automatic parameter estimation of the MRF
parameters are published so far: one by Cheng and Caelli [Cheng07] and the other by
Zhang and Seitz [Zhang07]. The former uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
technique for discontinuity handling, hence, sacrifices accuracy by not applying boundary
values on the discontinuities. The later generates better matching results by applying the
boundary values estimated with expectation maximization (EM) technique. We list
performances of these two parameter estimation techniques in Table 2.3. In the table, the
error statistics are estimated on two kinds of areas in the disparity solution: one is the
non-occluded regions and the other is the discontinuous regions. Each cell in the table has
two entries. The top entry indicates the percentage of matching error and a number below
shows its rank in the Middlebury performance table for that matching error. A rank is the
position of the algorithm when all algorithms are sorted in a non-decreasing order
according to their error rates. All eight ranks are averaged to obtain the accumulated
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score of an algorithm. The table shows that clearly, Zhang-Seitz algorithm performs
better than the Cheng-Caelli algorithm.
Zhang-Seitz algorithm estimates the MRF parameters for data, smoothness, and
discontinuity handling thresholds, iteratively and alternately with the matching iterations.
In the algorithm, the matching algorithm starts with a set of initial values for the
parameters and finds the disparity map. The parameters are updated from the current
disparity map using EM iterations and then applied again to refine the disparity map.
Since the EM iterations are nested inside the matching iteration, computational cost of the
overall matching algorithm is high. Besides, although the MRF parameters are well
defined and are seen to meet the convergence at optimality, disparity solution along the
surface borders is not as good as expected.

2.4 Existing occlusion filling algorithms
Regions of one of the stereo images that are invisible in the other are called
occlusions. Occlusions occur near the image borders. They also always appear inside the
images when two or more distinct surfaces appear as foregrounds and backgrounds in the
scene. In the literature of stereo vision, occlusion problem has been neither studied
systematically nor solved properly, although, occlusion filling is important for many
rendering applications. Many of the stereo matching algorithms treat occlusion as noise
during the matching and therefore, do not detect or fill occlusions [Kim06]. In pixel-wise
dense matching, such as in MRF stereo algorithms, detection of occlusions are performed
implicitly [Klaus06, Sun05] or explicitly [Min08, Yang06c]. In implicit detection,
occlusions are handled during the matching process. In the explicit ones, occlusions are
detected performing the matching both ways and then comparing the two disparity values
of corresponding points [Min08, Yang06c]. Klaus et al. segmented disparity planes of
similar color intensities iteratively using mean shift algorithm and from analysis of
matching costs. Disparity of an occluded point was extrapolated from disparity of the
disparity plane. Since matching cost is used for segmentation of the plane, the occlusion
filling algorithm is not independent of the matching algorithm and therefore, can not be
applied to other algorithms. In addition, segmentation of the planes does not exclude
occluded points from the segmentation process, i.e., occlusion filling is corrupted by
initial inaccuracies in disparities of the occluded points. Sun et al. detected occlusion
during the matching process and filled them with disparities of non-occluded neighbors
[Sun05]. Thus, slope of the plane was not considered in estimation of disparity of the
occluded point. Min and Sohn [Min08] detected occlusions explicitly from both way
matching. The occlusion was estimated from diffusion of energies of neighboring nonoccluded points. The energies were obtained from the matching algorithm and therefore,
occlusion filling was not independent of the matching algorithm. Also, slope of the
surface the occluded point belonged to was not considered in the estimation. Yang et al.
filled disparities of occluded points by directly assigning them the disparities of non-
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occluded neighbors [Yang06c]. Table 2.4 summarizes merits and drawbacks of occlusion
filling methods used in some of the existing algorithms.
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1.87
16

8.28 1.34 1.85 6.85 8.64
22
25
23
22
24

14.3
22

18.5 6.59 14.7
22
30
29

14.4
29

Manual

Hybrid
(BP)

RealTimeGPU
[Wang06]

21.3

2.05
25

4.22
30

10.6 1.92 2.98 20.3 7.23
29
31
29
34
15

14.4
23

17.6 6.41 13.7
17
29
28

16.5
31

Manual

Hybrid
(GC)

GC+occ
[Kolmogorov01]

23.2

1.19
7

2.01
19

6.24 1.64 2.19 6.75 11.2
10
28
27
20
30

17.4
30

19.8 5.36 12.4
27
26
27

13.0
28

Manual

Hybrid
(GC)

MultiCamGC
[Kolmogorov02]

24.0

1.27
13

1.99
18

6.48 2.79 3.13 3.60 12.0
12
33
31
16
31

17.6
31

22.0 4.89 11.8
30
24
25

12.1
24

Manual

Hybrid
(GC)

GC
[Boykov01]

30.2

1.94
23

4.12
29

9.39 1.79 3.44 8.75 16.5
25
30
32
25
36

25.0
37

24.9 7.70 18.2
33
31
32

15.3
30

Heuristic

31

non-occ

non-occ

disc

Cones

Teddy
all

1.11
6

non-occ

2.1

disc

disc

AdaptingBP
[Klaus06]

all

all

Hybrid
(BP)

Class

non-occ

Algorithm

Score

Venus

Tsukuba

Table 2.1: Performance table of MRF stereo matching algorithms

disc

Parameter tuning?
(Manual, Heuristic,
Statistical)

all

1.57
5

6.92 0.79 1.06 6.76 5.00
18
20
18
21
5

6.54
1

12.3 3.72 8.62
5
12
5

10.2
16

Manual

Local

AdaptWeight
[Yoon06]

17.0

1.38
17

1.85
15

6.90 0.71 1.19 6.13 7.88
17
18
19
19
19

13.3
19

18.6 3.97 9.79
23
18
14

8.26
6

Manual

Local

CostRelax
[Brockers05]

27.6

4.76
35

6.08
34

20.3 1.41 2.48 18.5 8.18
37
27
28
33
22

15.9
27

23.8 3.91 10.2
31
16
18

11.8
23

Manual

DP

RegionTreeDP
[Lei06]

15.1

1.39
18

1.64
8

6.85 0.22 0.57 1.93 7.42
16
8
10
6
16

11.9
10

16.8 6.31 11.9
13
28
26

11.8
22

Manual

DP

ReliabilityDP
[Gong05]

28.5

1.36
16

3.39
24

7.25 2.35 3.48 12.2 9.82
19
32
33
30
28

16.9
28

19.5 12.9 19.9
26
37
31

19.7
28

Manual

DP

TreeDP
[Veksler05]

29.4

1.99
24

2.84
22

9.96 1.41 2.10 7.74 15.9
27
26
26
24
35

23.9
35

27.1 10.0 18.3
36
33
33

18.9
32

Manual

DP

SegTreeDP
[Deng06]

16.9

2.21
26

2.76
21

10.3 0.46 0.60 2.44 9.58
28
16
12
10
26

15.2
25

18.4 3.23 7.86
20
9
1

8.83
9

n/a

DP

DP
[Intlille94]

33.8

4.12
33

5.04
33

12.0 10.1 11.0 21.0 14.0
31
40
40
35
32

21.6
32

20.6 10.5 19.1
28
34
29

21.1
29

n/a

DP

SO
[Christopher06]

37.3

5.08
37

7.22
38

12.2 9.44 10.9 21.9 19.9
32
39
39
36
39

28.2
40

26.3 13.0 22.8
35
38
39

22.3
36

Manual

32

non-occ

non-occ

disc

Cones

Teddy
all

1.30
15

non-occ

11.8

disc

disc

Segm+visib
[Bleyer04]

all

all

Local
(ICM)

non-occ

Score

Venus

Tsukuba

Algorithm
Class

Table 2.2: Performance table of non-MRF stereo matching algorithms

disc

all

disc

1.29
14

1.71
9

6.83
15

0.25
13

0.53
9

2.26
9

7.02
12

12.2
9

16.3
9

3.90
14

9.85
15

10.2
17

DistinctSM
[Yoon07]

13.7

1.21
9

1.75
11

6.39
11

0.35
14

0.69
16

2.63
13

7.45
17

13.0
16

18.1
18

3.91
15

9.91
17

8.32
7

SegmentSupport
[Tombari07]

14.6

1.25
11

1.62
7

6.68
13

0.25
11

0.64
14

2.59
12

8.43
23

14.2
21

18.2
19

3.77
13

9.87
16

9.77
15

TensorVoting
[Mordohai06]

26.7

3.79
32

4.79
32

8.86
24

1.23
24

1.88
24

11.5
28

9.76
27

17.0
29

24.0
32

4.38
20

11.4
23

12.2
25

PhaseBased
[Etriby07]

35.2

4.26
34

6.53
35

15.4
35

6.71
36

8.16
36

26.4
38

14.5
33

23.1
33

25.5
34

10.8
36

20.5
37

21.2
35

SSD+MF
[Scharstein02]

35.6

5.23
38

7.07
36

24.1
38

3.74
34

5.16
34

11.9
29

16.5
37

24.8
36

32.9
38

10.6
35

19.8
35

26.3
37

STICA
[Audirac05]

36.8

7.70
39

9.63
40

27.8
39

8.19
37

9.58
37

40.3
40

15.8
34

23.2
34

37.7
39

9.80
32

17.8
31

28.7
39

PhaseDiff
[Etriby06]

38.0

4.89
36

7.11
37

16.3
36

8.34
38

9.76
38

26.0
37

20.0
40

28.0
39

29.0
37

19.8
40

28.5
40

27.5
38

Infection
[Olague06]

38.4

7.95
40

9.54
39

28.9
40

4.41
35

5.53
35

31.7
39

17.7
38

25.1
38

44.4
40

14.3
39

21.3
38

38.0
40

non-occ

all

12.4

non-occ

SO+borders
[Mattoccia07]

non-occ

Score
non-occ

Algorithms

disc

Cones

all

Teddy

disc

Venus

all

Tsukuba

Table 2.3: Percentages of matching error of existing parameter estimation algorithms for the Middlebury
test images – Tsukuba, Venus, Map, and Sawtooth; the matching algorithm used is BP

Techniques
Zhang-Seitz
[Zhang07]
Cheng-Caelli
[Cheng07]

Error statistics
Tsukuba
regions
1.87
Non-occluded

Venus

Map

Sawtooth Score

1.53

0.20

0.83

20

20

2

14

Discontinuous

7.13

10.37

2.20

3.48

9

21

1

9

Non-occluded

3.65

3.41

0.10

1.23

28

32

1

21

Discontinuous

15.33

17.40

1.33

7.91

32

29

1

25

33

12.0

21.1

Table 2.4: Occlusion filling strategies in the a few state of the art stereo matching algorithms

Papers

Occlusion
filling
strategies

Working principle and drawbacks

[Min08] assigns disparity to the occluded point from nonDiffusion in occluded points with similar color intensities. Occlusion
Intensity filling does not consider slope of the planes belonging to the
occluded point.
Occlusion filling is done implicitly during the matching
Implicit
[Klaus06] filling during process by segmenting planes with similar color intensities.
the matching Occlusion filling of occluded planes is undefined. The
occlusion filling algorithm is not independent to matching.
process
Neighbor’s Occlusion filling does not account for the slope of the plane
[Yang06]
disparity that belongs to the occluded point.
assignment
Neighbor’s Occlusion filling does not account for the slope of the plane
[Sun05]
disparity that belongs to the occluded point.
assignment
Occlusion is Occlusion is neither detected nor filled but treated as noise
[Kim05]
treated as during the matching process.
noise
[Min08]

2.5 Stand of our stereo matching algorithm in stereo vision
In a top-to-bottom structure, Figure 2.5 describes the relative position of the proposed
stereo matching algorithm in the literature of stereo matching in computer vision. All
stereo matching algorithms can be classified into sparse and dense matching. Sparse
matching is mostly area based and many of them are developed in early period of stereo
vision. Our matching algorithm is dense. Dense matching algorithms can be divided into
two categories: energy minimizing and area based. We have already reviewed the energy
minimizing classes, where many of the algorithms are also developed in MRF. Many
dynamic programming algorithms use spatial information applying neighborhood in
matching, this is why dynamic programming is included in energy minimizing class.
Figure 2.5 describes that belief propagation, a hybrid algorithm, was first proposed by
Sun et al. in [Sun03], where parameters were determined manually. Later in 2007,
statistical estimation algorithm for the parameters was proposed by Zhang and Seitz in
[Zhang07] and Cheng and Caelli in [Cheng07]. All the other algorithms in energy
minimizing class use heuristic or manual determination of the parameters. In contrast, in
the proposed stereo matching algorithm in this dissertation, the parameters are estimated
automatically from statistics. As mentioned earlier, the proposed parameter estimation
technique also works with BP offering some efficiency in computation.
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Stereo Matching
Algorithms

Dense
Matching

Sparse
Matching

Local

Energy
Minimizing

Area-based

Global

Hybrid

Iterated Conditional
Mode

Genetic
Algorithm

Belief
Propagation

Local Support
Neighborhood based
Winner Take All

Graduated NonConvexity

Graph Cuts

Optimization

Parameter estimation

Proposed

Proposed

Dynamic
Programming

Optimization
Sun et al. [Sun03]
Parameter estimation
1. Zhang and Seitz [Zhang07]
2. Cheng and Caelli [Cheng07]

Figure 2.5: Demonstration of the stand of the proposed stereo matching work of this dissertation in a top to
bottom breakdown chart of the stereo matching algorithms
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3 MRF stereo matching
In this chapter, we describe the proposed MRF stereo matching algorithm that
performs dense matching. In dense matching, all pixels in the images are matched. The
advantages with pixel based matching are that estimating the data cost only from one
pixel reduces the computational time significantly and at the same time discontinuity and
occlusion detections can be handled appropriately. The price one has to pay is an
increased locality of the solution. Depending on an initial labeling, the solution can settle
to a much worse final labeling in an increased number of local minima. However, the
number of local minima can be reduced by increasing the number of neighbors in N ( p L )
in eq. (6) or (7). For a global optimization of the aggregated cost function we incorporate
an adaptive support neighborhood based matching. In the cost function, we handle
discontinuity in smoothness by introducing some parameters. The adaptability of the
support neighborhood system provides additional consistency in handling discontinuity in
smoothness.
There are four kinds of basic parameters in our algorithm, all estimated statistically.
Two kinds of the parameters are for the data model and the others are for the smoothness.
One kind of the data model parameters is for modeling data likelihood, namely ∆I LR ,
which is the absolute intensity difference between corresponding points in both images
and the other kind is for occlusion (i.e. discontinuity in data likelihood) handling. Two
kinds of parameters are defined for the smoothness model. One kind is for modeling
smoothness, namely ∆lLL , which is the absolute difference between the disparities of two
neighboring pixels in the left image and the other is for handling discontinuity in
disparity.
In the following sections, first we model the cost function, which is done by relaxing
the neighborhood, N ( p L ) . Then, we introduce the data and smoothness models with their
parameters. These models are developed from evidences in the ground truth datasets.
Next, we introduce estimation techniques of all the parameters. Then, an adaptive support
neighborhood based mechanism for optimization is described. Finally, we propose a pair
of symmetric cost functions for improved matching and occlusion detection.
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Increasing degree of strictness

relaxing

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Demonstration of strictness of a neighborhood and (b) relaxing the neighborhood strictness
by pairing data with each neighbor.

3.1 Cost function by relaxing the neighborhood
Definition of neighborhood, N ( pL ) , in MRF stereo matching literature is confined
with modeling assumption. The smallest neighborhood is a first order 4-neighbor system;
the largest could be fairly large depending on the assumption. An important concept we
introduce in this section is strictness of a neighborhood – a large neighborhood is stricter
than a small neighborhood. Thus, increasing the number of neighbors imposes increasing
strictness (see Figure 3.1). What we intend to do is to relax this strictness. Relaxation is
performed by pairing the data point with each neighbor.
Relaxing a neighborhood has some important consequences on the cost function. The
summation sign comes in the front and operates on both the data and smoothness terms
making them work into the same dimension of probability (eq. (15)).
E p (l p ) =
L

L

∑

q L ∈N ( p L )

λD D p (l p ) + λq V (l p , lq ) .
L

L

L

L

L

(15)

For direct estimation of the parameters, we use eq. (5) with λ D as the data model
parameter and λq as the smoothness model parameter. Notice that taking the parameters
L

λ D and λq into account balancing between the data and smoothness costs in eq. (15)
occurs giving both the costs equal importance, namely, 50% of weight to each. This is
how our modeling of the cost function in eq. (15) differs from the widely used eq. (6),
where the cost function is parameterized with one combined parameter, λ .
L

3.2 Modeling the data likelihood and smoothness
In this section we model the data likelihood. First, we show that the data likelihood
can be modeled with exponential distribution. Second, we show that using Zhang-Seitz
estimation technique [Zhang07], the data likelihood parameters can be estimated a priori
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from one image applying a noise equivalence hypothesis that will be described into
details shortly. Note that the estimations of the data and smoothness parameters are
interdependent – one of them can not be estimated unless the other one is estimated. A
priori estimation of the data likelihood parameters eliminates this interdependency and
thus, convergence of the estimation of the parameters, hence of the matching algorithm,
is ensured.
In modeling the data likelihood, ∆I LR = I ( p L ) − I ( p R ) is the random variable we

want to find distribution of; here, I ( p L ) is the intensity map of pL and p R is a point in
the right image corresponding to pL . To find the closest distribution ∆I LR can be
described with, we build frequency histograms from ground truth data provided online by
the Middlebury College. The frequency diagrams plot the numbers of counts of each
∆I LR value for a particular stereo image pair; apparently, the condition 0 ≤ ∆I LR ≤ 255
holds. Figure 3.2 shows the frequency diagrams and their corresponding theoretical
models for two distributions – exponential and Gaussian. In the study of exponential,
∆I LR = I ( p L ) − I ( p R ) is the random variable and in Gaussian, we consider
∆I LR = I ( p L ) − I ( p R ) as the random variable.
Ground truth
test images

Exponential
Frequency
Model
Diagram

Gaussian
Frequency Diagram

Model

Figure 3.2: Frequency distribution and model of ∆I LR obtained from Middlebury ground truth stereo
images.
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P(∆ILR)

∆ILR
Figure 3.3: Zoomed in frequency distribution of ∆I LR obtained from Middlebury ground truth stereo
image ‘Tsukuba’.

Visually, the plots suggest that an exponential distribution fits better than a Gaussian.
If we look into one of the frequency histograms closely, this visual reasoning for
exponential distribution is justified. Figure 3.3 shows a zoomed-in frequency histogram
(normalized) built from the image pair Tsukuba. Clearly, we observe two important shape
features in this plot: sharp pick and fat tail. Both of these features are described well by
exponential distributions. The fat tail is due to violation of the brightness constancy
apparently caused by a variation in the angle a scene point makes with the image planes
while capturing images from two viewpoints.
3.2.1

Data likelihood in Zhang-Seitz algorithm

For the variable ∆I LR= I ( p L ) − I ( pR ) , where p R is the right image point corresponding
to p L , the following mixture model with exponential and uniform distributions is
defined:

⎧ζ LR exp(− µ LR ∆I LR ), if pL has a match
⎪
P (∆I LR ) = ⎨ 1
, otherwise, i.e., pL is occluded ,
⎪⎩ N LR
where µ LR is a decay rate, ζ LR is the normalizing factor with ζ LR =

(1 − exp(− µ )) ,
(1 − exp(− µ N ))
LR

LR

and N LR = max(∆I LR ) + 1 . Say that probability of ∆I LR
distribution is α LR . Then, in mixture model,
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LR

having the exponential

P(∆I LR ) = α LRζ LR exp(µ LR ∆I LR ) + (1 − α LR )

1
.
N LR

(16)

The model needs to be mixture because, in ∆I LR = I ( p L ) − I ( p R ) , if p L is an occluded
point, i.e. there is no p R that corresponds to p L , then ∆I LR follows a uniform
distribution; otherwise it follows the exponential distribution as described in the
beginning of Section 3.2. For estimation of the MRF parameter, µ LR , an EM algorithm
was adopted in [Zhang07].
3.2.2

Data likelihood parameters with Noise Equivalence

Hypothetically, we find that ∆I LR can be modeled from one of the images assuming
that both the stereo images are taken with identical cameras. Say q L is a neighbor of p L
in the left image. qL is taken in any direction but the direction remains the same for any
p L . Our hypothesis is that the two random variables, I ( p L ) − I ( p R ) , i.e. the between
image noise and I ( p L ) − I (q L ) , i.e. the within image noise, follow the same distribution.
This hypothesis enables us to have an estimate of the data model parameters a priori
from one of the images and eliminate a nested iteration of the alternating optimization
algorithm proposed in [Zhang07, Cheng07]. We estimate the parameters iteratively only
once before the matching iteration starts.
We apply the mixture model described in section 3.2.1 to ∆I LL = I ( pL ) − I (qL ) ,
which consequently gives us estimates of the data likelihood parameters according to the
noise equivalence hypothesis proposed above. Thus, the new mixture model for an
estimate of µ LR can be defined as the following:

⎧ζ LL exp(− µ LL ∆I LL ), if p L and q L are in homogeneous region, i.e.,
⎪
gradient is due only to noise.
⎪⎪
P(∆I LL ) = ⎨ 1
, otherwise, i.e., p L and q L have gradient due to texture
⎪ N LL
⎪
⎪⎩
difference.
Here, µ LL is the decay rate equivalent to µ LR and ζ LL is the normalizing factor with
(1 − exp(− µ LL )) , and N = max(∆I ) + 1 . Except for the subscripts, we keep
ζ LL =
LL
LL
(1 − exp(− µ LL N LL ))
the notations the same for clarity. Say, probability that p L has a homogeneous neighbor
q L , taken always in one particular direction, is β LL . Then, in mixture model,
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P(∆lLL)

∆lLL
Figure 3.4: Frequency diagram of ∆l LL = l pL − lqL , where q L is the immediate right neighbor of p L
(obtained from Middlebury ground truth stereo image, Tsukuba).

P(∆I LL ) = β LLξ LL exp(− µ LL ∆I LL ) + (1 − β LL )

1 .
N LL

(17)

For the data term we take the variance of ∆I LL as µ LL−2 . Estimation of µ LL is described in
section 3.3.
3.2.3

Modeling smoothness

The prior we use is smoothness in labeling. The variable for smoothness between p L
and one of its neighbors qL is defined with absolute difference of their labels,
∆l LL = l p − lq . We model ∆l LL with exponential distribution (eq. (18)) as
L

L

P(∆lLL ) = ν q exp(−ν q ∆lLL ),
L

L

(18)

where, ν q is the decay rate that equals to λq .
L

L

Figure 3.4 shows a normalized histogram of ∆lLL when qL is the immediate right unoccluded neighbor of p L . The histogram is built from ground truth data for the stereo pair
‘Tsukuba’. The histogram has sharp pick and its tail decays fast, turning to zero past
∆lLL = 1.0 . Shape of the histogram of ∆lLL depends on the scene structures; generally,
however, smoothness term in stereo (both in manual and statistical parameter setting
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cases) is designed in absolute difference between neighboring disparities [Sun03,
Boykov01]; thus, ∆lLL is consistent with exponential distribution.

3.3 Estimation of the parameters
The data likelihood model parameters are estimated from one of the stereo images
using expectation maximization before the matching iteration starts. Then, an alternating
optimizing algorithm estimates the smoothness model parameters using a combination of
maximum likelihood and disparity gradient constraint. The prior model parameters are
first estimated from the current map of disparity. Then, estimated values are applied to
matching to obtain an improved disparity map. These two steps alternate until
convergence in matching is achieved.
3.3.1

Data likelihood model parameters

Core derivations presented in this section for the estimation of data likelihood
parameters using expectation maximization (EM) algorithm are due to [Zhang07] except
that instead of using both the stereo images now we use any one of them. Expectation
maximization (EM) is better suited for estimation of the parameters of a mixture models.
First, we define an estimate of the probability of a particular site p L becoming
homogeneous with its immediate right neighbor q L , whom we call ω pL , and we define bL
as a set of pixels in the rightmost column of S L . ω pL is defined as the following,
def

ωp =
L

β LL ζ LL exp(− µ LL ∆I LL )

.

(19)

1 − β LL
β LL ζ LL exp(− µ LL ∆I LL ) +
N LL

Note that qL could be a neighbor in any direction, but the direction has to be always the
same for all p L . For EM operation, we take expected log-probability,
Eω (log P (∆I LL β LL )) , of (17), which is

∑ ω p log(β LL ξ LL exp(− µ LL ∆I LL )) + (1 − ω p )log

p L ∈Ω

L

L

1 − β LL .
N LL

(20)

Eq. (20) can be differentiated with respect to β LL and µ LL for estimation of β LL and µ LL .
EM assumes that the best event (i.e. occurrence of the best set of sample) has not
happened yet and estimation of the parameters has to be iterative with each next iteration
working with a better set of observations for more accurate estimation of the parameters.
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According to Dempster et al. [Dempster77] and Jeff Wu [Wu83] the expected value in
EM algorithm is non-decreasing in every iteration. However, the non-decreasing property
does not guarantee convergence of the EM parameters unless certain conditions are met.
In our case, Eq. (20) has two independent parameters, β LL and µ LL . Say, for the
′
parameter vector φ = [β LL µ LL ] , φ (i ) indicates the values of β LL and µ LL at an iteration i.
If Eω(i ) is the value of Eω (log P (∆I LL β LL )) at iteration i, then φ converges if two
conditions satisfy [Dempster77, Wu83]. The conditions are the following.
(1) the sequence Eω(i ) is bounded and
(2) Eω(i +1) − Eω(i ) ≥ δ φ (i+1) − φ (i ) , for any δ > 0 and all i.
In our case, the first condition holds, since our data variable, ∆I LL , is bounded; however,
it is not obvious if the second condition also holds. Experimentally, we have seen that the
parameters β LL and µ LL converge reliably (see Figure 3.5). For more details on
convergence of EM algorithms we refer to a text by Gelman et al. [Gelman03].
Differentiating (20) with respect to β LL , we obtain the following estimate,
1
β LL =
∑ ωp ,
S L \ bL p L ∈S \bL L

(21)

and with respect to µ LL , we obtain an estimate of µ LL as the solution to the equation,

∑ ω p ∆I LL
1
1
p ∈S \ b
,
−
=−
1 − exp(− µ LL ) 1 − exp(− N LL µ LL )
∑ ωp
L

L

L

L

p L ∈S L \ bL

L

(22)

which has a close form,

µ LL

⎛
⎞
ωp
⎟
⎜ p ∈∑
S \b
= log⎜
+ 1⎟ ,
⎟
⎜ ∑ ω p ∆I LL
⎝ p ∈S \b
⎠
L

L

L

L

(23)

L

L

L

L

when N is big enough (which usually is) to ignore the second term in the left hand side of
(22). The three data likelihood parameters for the R, G, and B color channels for Venus
are estimated and plot in Figure 3.5. The plots show that the estimation algorithm
converges.
Table 3.1 shows the values of µ LL−1 estimated from one of the stereo images by
−1
estimated from both images by applying
applying the equivalence hypothesis and µ LR
standard BP with parameter estimation of [Zhang07] to establish the correspondence
between p L and p R . The table shows that the parameter values are reasonably close. The
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Figure 3.5: Image noise in three channels estimated from the left image ‘Venus’

values of the both set of parameters mostly maintain the same color order when sorted
and thus, provide additional prior evidence on the validity of the equivalence hypothesis.
Now, we have the likelihood model parameter µ LL−1 estimated before the matching
iteration starts and thus, avoid the nested EM iteration.
3.3.2

Smoothness parameters

In estimation of the smoothness parameters we apply the disparity gradient constraint,

∆l LL ∆xLL ≤ T∆l , for any ∆x LL ≥ 1.0 , where,
LL

∆x LL is the absolute difference between

the x-coordinates of p L and qL . We assign 1.0 to T∆l . The above definition of the
LL

disparity gradient, i.e. ∆lLL ∆x LL , was established by Tyler in his work of
psychophysical study for stereoscopic fusion in 1973 [Tyler73]. Tyler showed that fusion
depended both on ∆lLL and ∆x LL . Later, another study by Burt and Julesz concluded
that human stereo matching was constrained to disparity gradients ≤ 1.0 [Burt80]. Pollard
Table 3.1:

Variables
I ( pL ) − I ( pR )
I ( pL ) − I ( qL )

µ LL−1

estimated with and without applying noise equivalence

Color
Channels
R
G
B
R
G
B

Tsukuba

Venus

Teddy

Cones

3.09
3.18
3.46
4.73
4.92
5.21

4.73
3.68
5.58
5.67
4.77
5.96

8.18
6.42
9.60
6.48
5.85
7.86

12.52
11.61
11.91
9.29
8.69
9.32
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et al. further supported the study by stating that for most naturally occurring scene
surfaces, including quite jagged ones, the disparity gradients between correct matches of
image primitives lie within 1.0 [Pollard85]. More recently, the constraint
∆lLL ∆xLL ≤ 1.0 was successfully applied by Chen and Medioni in matching stereo
images of human faces [Chen01] and by Oriot and Besnerais in matching aerial stereo
images [Oriot98].
The estimation of the smoothness model parameter is performed by maximum
likelihood (ML), hence single iteration, constrained with a composite condition formed
applying both the disparity gradient constraint and 3*sigma confidence. The composite
condition is defined as
∆l LL ≤ max T∆lLL , 3ν q−L1 ,
(24)

(

)

where ∆x LL is omitted, since the disparity gradient constraint is independent of ∆x LL . In
ML estimation, any ∆lLL that does not satisfy the condition in (24) is considered outlier
resulting from surface discontinuities. In our case, the ML estimation shows strong
consistency, since, the exponential distribution in eq. (18) is regular up to its third
derivative, i.e., the first, second, and third derivatives of P(∆l LL ) with respect to ν q exist
L

and our observations are I.I.D [Serfling80, Serfling01]. Strong consistency says that with
the number of observations increasing to infinity, the parameter to be estimated
approaches to the ‘true’ value. We have one observation for each pixel and large number
of pixels (except the pixels at the top and right boundaries) in our estimation. Therefore,
the estimation is reliable.
We estimate two basic smoothness model parameters for two neighbors of p L . With
respect to p L , one of these neighbors is located at coordinate (1, 0); we call this neighbor

qL10 . The other one is located at (0, 1), which we call qL 01 . Let us say that the two basic
parameters (standard deviations) related to those two neighbors are

ν L−101

and

ν L−011

respectively. ν L10 and ν L 01 are updated at iteration i using the eqs. (25).
−1

−1

ν L−101 ,i =

ν

−1
L 01,i

1
S L′

1
=
S L′

∑

−1
⎛
⎞⎫
′ = ⎧⎨ ( p L , q L10 ): p L ∈S L , l p − l q
SL
L
L10 ≤ max ⎜⎝ T∆l LL , 3ν L10 , i −1 ⎟⎠ ⎬⎭
⎩

∑

−1
⎞⎫
′ = ⎧⎨ ( p L , q L 01 ): p L ∈S L , l p −lq
SL
≤ max ⎛⎜ T∆l , 3ν L
01,i −1 ⎟⎠ ⎬⎭
L
L 01
LL
⎝
⎩

l p L − l q L10
(25)

l pL − lqL 01

S L′ = S L \ s L is comprised of only those sites satisfying the condition (24) for

respective neighbors qL10 and qL 01 . s L is the set of all the sites along the rightmost and
topmost borders. Like EM, the proposed constrained ML estimation offers adaptive
annealing of the smoothness model parameters by updating them from current disparity
map.
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Tq
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lp − lq
L

lp −lq

l p − lq
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L

(a)

L

L

(b)

L

I

Figure 3.6: Discontinuity preserving smoothness functions; (a) truncated linear function, (b) exponential
function, and (c) Potts model.

3.3.3

Discontinuity handling parameters

Discontinuity in depth occurs at surface boundaries where disparity jumps are bigger
than the disparity gradient threshold, i.e. l pL − l qL > T∆lLL . If such a jump occurs along
horizontal line, portions of the image near the boundary in one of the images become
invisible in the other. Image points that become invisible in the other image are called
occlusions or more specifically half occluded points (since they are invisible in only one
of the images).
As mentioned earlier, a truncated linear function is used to handle discontinuity in
smoothness. This function is bounded by a minimum value (eq. (26)). This minimum is a
threshold parameter which is assumed in graph cuts based algorithms as a value set
heuristically. Not complying with statistics, this threshold could be inconsistent for
different set of images. In our case, relaxing MRF neighborhood has enabled us to have
the threshold parameter explicitly defined as a disparity gradient threshold, therefore,
making it consistent for any stereo image pair. Our smoothness function is

(

)

V (l pL , l qL ) = min TqL , l pL − l qL ,
where TqL

(26)

is the discontinuity handling threshold parameter which equals to

max (T∆lLL , 3ν ) . Discontinuity preserving functions that are frequently observed in the
literature are shown in Figure 3.6. These functions are used by graph cuts, belief
propagation, and other algorithms. Equation (26) is described by Figure 3.6 (a).
We set TqL , the depth discontinuity handling parameter, to max (T∆l LL , 3ν L−101 ) and
−1
qL

max(T∆lLL , 3ν L−011 ) for their respective neighbors. Determination of TqL for the other

neighbors is described in the next section. According to Chebyshev’s inequality
[Amidan05], multiplying 3 with ν L10 is equivalent to setting probability of smoothness
between p L and qL10 to 1 −

1
≈ .89 ; i.e., if ∆l LL ≤ 3ν L−101 then the algorithm assumes that
32

qL10 is on the same surface patch pL is with probability 0.89; otherwise, qL10 is an
outlier, i.e., it is located on a surface at a different depth. Additionally, if ∆l LL ≤ 1.0 then
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the neighbor is also on the same surface p L is. Thus, TqL complies with statistics to
perform invariably well for any stereo image pair. Occlusions for the data likelihood are
handled in a similar fashion by setting TD to 3µ LL−1 . Note that TD also helps match p L if
p R badly violates the brightness constancy constraint.

3.4 Adaptive support neighborhood
We want to minimize E pL (l pL ) =

∑

q L ∈N ( p L )

λDLR D pL (l pL ) + λqL V (l pL , l qL ) . Say in the

neighborhood, N H and N NH are the numbers of homogeneous and non-homogeneous
points respectively. Then, N ( p L ) = n = nH + n NH . Here, we define the homogeneity in

terms of color intensities. qL is homogeneous with pL if qL is within a 3*sigma of L1
distance in intensity value from pL . Homogeneity is discussed in details later in this
section. To understand how homogeneity helps in good matching with proper
handling of the discontinuities along the borders, we imagine two cases assuming that
convergence in matching of the images has already been achieved. In the first case,
we assume that pL is correctly matched with p R ; then pR is on the same surface pL
belongs to. Let us approximate the first term in E pL (l pL ) with zero (since p L correctly
matches). The second term in E pL (l pL ) is zero if the neighbor q L is homogeneous with
p L ; otherwise, say, second term has the value 3 (i.e. the upper bound as described in
Sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.4), since non-homogeneous points are likely to be located on a
surface p L does not belong to. In the second case, we assume that p L is incorrectly
matched; then p R is likely to be on a surface p L does not belong to. Then, the first term
in E pL (l pL ) can be approximated with 3 and the second term with 3 for homogeneous

points and zero for non-homogeneous points. The two cases are illustrated
mathematically in the following.
Case 1: p L is correctly matched
E p L (l p L )cor = nλ DLR D p L (l p L ) + n H λq L V (l p L , l qL ) + n NH λq L V (l p L , l q L )

= n × 0 + nH × 0 + nNH × 3 = 3nNH = 3n − 3nH
[by replacing λ DLR D pL (l pL ) , λqL V (l pL , l qL ) , and λqL V (l pL , l qL ) consecutively in the three
terms of E pL (l pL )cor by 0, 0, and 3 respectively.]

Case 2: p L is incorrectly matched
E pL l pL inc = nλDLR DpL l pL + nH λqLV l pL , lqL + nNH λqLV l pL , lqL

( )

( )

(

)

= n × 3 + n H × 3 + n NH × 0 = 3n + 3n H
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(

)

[by replacing λ DLR D pL (l pL ) , λqL V (l pL , l qL ) , and λqL V (l pL , l qL ) consecutively in the three

terms of E pL (l pL )inc by 3, 3, and 0 respectively.]

( )

To obtain a correct match for p L , we want E pL l pL

cor

< E pL (l p L )inc to be true.

Clearly, if the number of homogeneous points in N ( p L ) is increased, the probability of

( )

the condition, E pL l pL

cor

< E pL (l p L )inc , to be satisfied becomes high. In building a

suitable N ( p L ) , we, therefore, apply homogeneity. Our approach is the following. First,
we define a minimum size window and a maximum size window. We include all the
points that are in the minimum size window into N ( p L ) . Then, we pick the points that
are homogeneous with p L from the points inside the maximum size window but they are
outside the minimum size window (see Figure 3.7).
3.4.1

Homogeneous neighbors selection

We use the data parameter

µ LL to pick the homogeneous neighbors. First, we

estimate the mean intensity, I ( pL ) , of the site p L using mean shift algorithm. q L is

homogeneous with p L ; therefore, I ( pL ) is also the mean intensity of q L . p L is
homogeneous with q L if the intensity difference between p L and qL is only due to noise.

The variables I ( p L ) − I ( p L ) and I ( pL ) − I (qL ) are identical, but they also are
independent. In consequence, applying variance analysis, we find

(

Var I ( pL ) − I ( pL )
=

)

{

}

2
1
Var ( I ( pL ) − I (qL ) ) + (E ( I ( pL ) − I (qL ) )) ,
2

Var ( I ( pL ) − I (qL ) ) = (E ( I ( pL ) − I (qL ) )) = µ LL−2 ,

I ( pL ) − I (qL ) is
exponentially distributed. A homogeneous neighbor is defined to be within a range of
−1
3µ LL
(according to the 3*sigma confidence) from I ( pL ) . Accordingly, we have the
condition in (27).
where

2

since

Window of supporting
neighbors

Supporting
neighbors

pL

An image patch
with the site pL

Ground truth disparity
map of the image patch

pL surrounded by a window of pL, window of supporting neighbors,
and discrete supporting neighbors
supporting neighbors

Figure 3.7: Demonstration of role of homogeneity for discontinuity handling
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(a)

(b)

I

(d)

Figure 3.8: (a) Image patch 1 with center pixel shown with a black box as point p, (b) homogeneous points
picked by the mean shift algorithm; (c) Image patch 2 and (d) the homogeneous points.

To observe the performance of the parameter µ LL as a threshold in picking points that
are in color homogeneous with p L , we conduct a few experiments. First, we find the
mean intensity, I ( pL ) , of the site p L using the mean shift algorithm; we describe how to
−1

−1
find I ( pL ) later. Then, we pick the points that are within a range of 3µ LL from the mean
intensity (inequality (27)).

I ( pL ) − I (qL ) ≤ 3µ LL−1 .

(27)

Results from the experiments are shown in Figure 3.8. Two image-patches in (a) and (b)
are taken from the image ‘Tsukuba’. Centers of the patches shown in black rectangles are
pL .
All q L within the minimum size window and those individually picked outside the
window but inside the maximum size window comprise the neighborhood, N ( p L ) .
Figure 3.9 shows neighborhood sizes for each pixel in two images – ‘Tsukuba’ and
‘Venus’. Brightness of a point p L in the images in the figure is proportional to the
number of neighbors in N ( pL ) . As described by the images, size of N ( pL ) is big in
homogeneous regions and small near the borders with high texture variations.
3.4.2

Summary of the adaptive support neighborhood selection

Say that the mean intensity of p L is I ( pL ) . An estimate of the reference intensity is
the average of the intensities of the neighboring pixels that are similar to p L in color. In

Figure 3.9: Neighborhood sizes for ‘Tsukuba’ (left) and ‘Venus’ (right) obtained applying homogeneity;
brightness is proportional to the neighborhood size.
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pL

pL

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 3.10: Graphical representations of selection of N ( pL ) ; (a) point p L and its’ surrounding, (b) select
a window, Wmin, (c) pick the points homogeneous with p and outside Wmin, but inside Wmax, (d) all the
points selected inside the Wmax, and (e) the adapted window and its’ points

the next subsection we describe how I ( pL ) is estimated using mean shift algorithm. Say
that Wmax and Wmin are the maximum and minimum windows respectively. Then, the
steps for selection of the neighborhood N ( pL ) are
1. Select the window Wmin centering p L
2. Include all the points of Wmin in N ( pL )
3. Pick the points qL that are homogeneous with p L and also inside the Wmax
window, but they are outside Wmin ; add these q L to N ( p L )
Figure 3.10 shows each of the neighborhood selection steps in pictorials. In Figure
3.10(a), we show image patches centered at p L (the blue point at the center). Figure
3.10(b) shows the minimum size window Wmin (in black including p L ). The points
outside Wmin that satisfy the condition in (27) are shown in red in Figure 3.10(c). Figure
3.10(d) shows all the points that are included in N ( pL ) . Figure 3.10(e) shows all the
neighbors in black and the point p L in blue, which is also included in N ( pL ) .
For all experiments, we hold Wmin=7×7 and Wmax=11×11. Notice that Wmax does not
need to assume a strict boundary; rather, a boundary is defined only to pick enough
number of homogeneous points so that along the surface boundaries
E pL (l pL )cor < E pL (l p L )inc has a high probability to satisfy.
3.4.3

Mean shift algorithm to determine the reference intensity

I ( pL ) is the mean intensity of p L , we want to estimate I ( pL ) with the following
mean shift algorithm:
2. Select the window Wmax around p L ; say, the time stamp, t ← 0
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3. Select the intensity of p L as the initial value for I ( p L )t = I ( p L )
4. Pick the points q L that satisfies the inequality (27); say, these q L form N ( pL )t ;
apply t ← t + 1
1
5. Compute I ( p L )t ←
I (q L )
∑
−1
N ( p L )t q L ∈N ( p L )t , I ( p L )t −1 − I ( q L ) ≤3 µ LL
6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until I ( p L )t − I ( p L )t −1 ≤ T is satisfied; here, T is a small
threshold value which can be set to zero and at the same time can be tied with a
empirically chosen as fixed but sufficiently big number of iterations.
The mean shift algorithm described above does not assume a moving window as
described by Cominiciu and Meer in [Comaniciu02]; rather the window remains at the
same location and the mean is updated relying on the data points residing only within the
window.
3.4.4

Smoothness parameters for the supporting neighbors

So far, we have introduced an adaptive support neighborhood based technique to find
the minimum of the aggregated energy, ∑ E pL (l pL ) . The key idea in this neighborhood
p L ∈S L

support technique is building confidence in matching by applying eq. (15) on many
neighbors in the support neighborhood. We introduce this support neighborhood in the
cost function in eq. (15) to achieve global convergence in matching and at the same time
handle discontinuity properly. Now we describe how smoothness model parameters for
each point in N ( pL ) are obtained from the two basic smoothness model parameters,

ν L−102

and ν L 01 , introduced and estimated earlier. Computing n number of smoothness
parameters for n number of neighbors is computationally expensive. Instead, we apply an
observation that variances are linearly related, i.e., as the Euclidean distance of q L from
p L , which we call d( p L , q L ), increases, the variance of their smoothness model variable
increases linearly (see Figure 3.11). The observation is validated from the Middlebury
ground truth data. We estimate the variances of ∆l LL at d( p L , q L )=1,…,5 along horizontal
and vertical directions and plot them (see Figure 3.11). It is observed from the plots that
the variance increases almost linearly with d( p L , q L ). This observation can be explained
by the fact that image patches are locally almost planar. As d( p L , qL ) increases, ∆l LL
increases linearly at a rate of the slope of the planar patch along a particular direction.
−2
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Figure 3.11: Variance of disparity gradient, Var l p L − l q L , vs d( p L , q L ) along horizontal and vertical
directions for the test image, ‘Tsukuba’

Now, say that p L is located at ( x( pL ), y ( pL )) and its neighbor q L at ( x(qL ), y(qL )) .
Applying our observation, we infer variances for neighbor q L from
according to the following formula (see also Figure 3.12),

ν q−L2 = x(qL ) − x( pL )ν L−102 + y (qL ) − y ( pL )ν L−012 ,

ν L−102 and ν L−012
(28)

−2
which is a first order polynomial that performs mapping of the prior ν qL for q L .

Variances are sign invariants; therefore, we use absolute value for both axes. In
consequence, the mapping is quadrant-wise planar. Similar to qL10 and qL 01 , the
discontinuity handling parameter TqL for any neighbor q L in the supporting
neighborhood is set to max (T∆lLR , 3ν q−L1 ) .

Mapping prior model parameters for the neighbors in the supporting neighborhood
according to eq. (28) is remotely related to existing works developed for adaptive
window based stereo matching algorithms. Several of these algorithms are described and
a new one is proposed in [Kanade94] by Kanade and Okutomi, where, disparity gradient
thresholds are either both defined manually and kept constant for all the window
members or dependent on only on the distances of the points from the candidate point
along x-axis, except in the method described by Kanade and Okutomi, which is statistical
and takes Euclidean distance into account. These algorithms are for determining adaptive
windows that provide more accuracy in matching than algorithms having windows not
adapted. We use an adaptive support neighborhood technique for handling discontinuity
in smoothness in MRF. One important difference of our approach from algorithms
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ν q− 2 = x p q ν L−102 + y p q ν L−012
L
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ν−2
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.12: (a) Local Support Neighborhood and (b) Geometric representation of estimation of

ν q−2
L

described by [Kanade94] is that we do not estimate the parameters for each member in
the neighborhood; rather, we obtain them from two basic parameters for the two
neighbors, qL10 and qL 01 . We find a linear relationship among the parameters and
consequently, we are able to consider the Euclidean distances of the window members
from p without estimating the parameters individually for all the neighbors.

3.5 Summary of the proposed algorithm
In this section, first, we summarize the cost function and its parameters; the purpose
is to have a look on the equations and their parameters altogether and describe the
matching algorithm in a flow diagram for clarity. Then, we describe how the images are
matched symmetrically for improved performance and also to detect occlusions.
3.5.1

Matching the stereo pair

The algorithm picks a site p L from the left image, SL, and finds its minimum cost in a
winner take all (WTA) fashion. Following are listed the cost function and all its
parameters.
E pL (l pL ) = ∑ λ D D pL l pL + λqL V l pL , l qL , where, λD = µ LL and λq = ν q .
qL∈N ( pL )

( )

(

)

L

−1
D p (l p ) = min(TD , I ( pL ) − I ( pR ) ) , where TD = 3µ LL
L

(

L

)

(

)

V l pL , l qL = min TqL , l pL − l qL , where, Tq L = max(T∆lLL , 3ν q−L1 ) and T∆lLL = 1.0
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L

1. Estimate the data likelihood parameters
2. Pick pixels for the local support neighborhood
3. Initialize the prior model parameters
4. Aggregated cost, E ← 0 ; Φ ← S L;

Stereo
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Update the smoothness
model parameters
E ← 0 ; Φ ← SL

Pick a site p L ∈ Φ
Φ ← Φ \ pL

No
pL =
Null?

Yes

E
converged?

No

E ← E + Ep (lp )
L

L

Yes
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obtain E p (l p )
L

Stop

L

Figure 3.13: Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm

We find minimum cost of a point using WTA as described in the following,
l pL =

arg min

∑

l p L ∈{d min ,...,d max } qL∈N ( pL )

λ D D pL (l pL ) + λqL V (l pL , lqL ) .

A flow diagram of the matching algorithm is shown in Figure 3.13. First, we initialize
the system: we estimate the data likelihood model parameters from one of the images and
initialize the smoothness model parameters

ν qL

with small values. Then, we start our

alternating optimization algorithm which has two phases. In the first phase, we update the
prior model parameters; in the second, we pick the candidate sites p L one by one from
the left image and match in the right. When matching of all the sites is done, we come
back to the first phase and let the iteration continue similar way until convergence in the
aggregated cost is achieved. The convergence is achieved when difference of aggregated
costs from two consecutive iterations is less than a small number predefined by the user.
Alternatively, or at the same time, the iterations can be tied to an empirically determined
sufficiently big number to avoid infinite looping.
3.5.2

Symmetric matching and occlusion detection

The flow diagram in Figure 3.13 is for only one way matching. We develop a pair of
symmetric cost functions and match the images symmetrically to reduce the matching
error by about 1% averaged on all the test image pairs. In symmetric matching, the
smoothness energy is computed from both the stereo images. First, we perform the left to
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right matching. In one way matching, we assumed that disparities of only the neighbors,
q L , are given. In symmetric matching, additionally we consider that disparities of q R are
also given. Here, q R in the right image are the correspondences of q L . Thus, the
inference algorithm uses disparity information from both images. In the same way, we
perform the right to left matching. The symmetric matching equations are described in
equation set (29) with the first equation for the left to right match and the second for right
to left.

λD D p (l p ) + λq ⎜ VLR (l p , lq ) + VRL (l p , lq )⎟ , where pL ∈ S L

1
⎛1
q ∈N ( p )
2
⎝2
1
⎛1
E p (l p ) = ∑ λD D p (l p ) + λq ⎜ VRL (l p , lq ) + VLR (l p , lq
q ∈N ( p )
2
⎝2
E p (l p ) =
L

R

∑

L

L

L

L

R

R

R

R

L

R

L

R

L

R

L

R

R

L

R

L

⎞
⎠
)⎞⎟ , where pL ∈ S R
⎠

(29)

S R is the right image. Since both sets of corresponding neighbors are equally likely, each
of the smoothness terms are multiplied by half. Due to uniqueness constraint, we have
only one data term in both the equations. In the symmetric matching algorithm, first we
perform the left to right and then right to left matching. Then we come back to the left to
right match and the iteration continues similar way.
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4 Occlusion filling in stereo
Regions of one of the stereo images that are invisible in the other are called
occlusions or more specifically half occlusions. Occlusions occur near the image borders.
They also always appear inside the images when two or more distinct surfaces appear as
foregrounds and backgrounds in the scene. The border occlusion occurs due to the right
camera being located at the right side of the left camera and thus missing some of the left
portion of the field of view of the left camera. Inside the scene, part of the background
near the border of the two surfaces becomes invisible (see Figure 4.1). We call these
occlusions the non-border occlusions.
The non-border occlusions can be of three types: partial occlusions, self occlusions,
and total occlusions (Figure 4.2). In partial occlusions, only part of a visible background
surface becomes invisible to the right camera. In self occlusions, only part of the visible
foreground surface which is rounded becomes invisible to the right camera. If the
rounded surface is also lacking gradient at the same time, then the surface appears planar
to the binocular stereo, making detection of the occlusion impossible. In total occlusion,
an isolated surface is visible to the left camera, but the isolated surface remains entirely
invisible to the right camera. Therefore, the surface can not be interpolated from nonoccluded surface. The three non-border occlusion creation processes are described by
Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows disparity maps with border and non-border occlusions in the
middle column.
background

background
foreground

Scene

CCD
planes
Camera
centers

CL

CR

Figure 4.1: Demonstration of creation of occlusions
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Figure 4.2: Classification of occlusions
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Figure 4.3: Left column – Views of 3D scene as seen by the left and right cameras, right column – crosssection of the top view of scene and camera CCD planes set up
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Left stereo images

Disparity maps with occlusions

Desired disparity maps after
occlusion filling

Figure 4.4: Border occlusions (blue) and non-border occlusions (red) in some of the Middlebury ground
truth disparity maps
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Conventional stereo vision algorithms have not given much attention on occlusion
filling. The main focus of many stereo vision algorithms is the matching part, although,
occlusion filled 3D models are highly expected in many rendering applications. Due to
the importance of occlusion filling, Middlebury College has emphasized on an evaluation
of matching performance for all pixels that include both occluded and non-occluded
pixels of the disparity maps.
In Chapter 2, in a literature review on occlusion filling, we have discussed that
occlusion filling algorithms are either not independent of the matching algorithm or they
do not account for the slope of surrounding surface patch. Most of the times, occluded
regions extend with the slope of nearby non-occluded regions. To incorporate slope
information in estimation of disparity of an occluded point it is necessary to perform
extrapolation of the disparity of the occluded point from its non-occluded neighbors. The
goal of the study of occlusion filling algorithms in this chapter is to deliver an occlusion
filling algorithm that is independent of the matching algorithm and also accounts for the
surface slope.
In the remaining of this chapter, we present theory of a number of existing and
proposed occlusion filling algorithms. We call one of these existing algorithms
neighbor’s disparity assignment (NDA) that directly assigns disparity to the occluded
point reading the disparity from one of its non-occluded neighbors. Another algorithm
described is called diffusion in intensity space (DIS), which is inspired by the paper,
[Min08]. We propose two new algorithms: weighted least squares (WLS) and
segmentation based least squares (SLS). Depending on the location of the occluded point
and the relative locations of its neighbors, we need to perform extrapolation or
interpolation to account for the slope of the surrounding surface patch. We assume that a
surface patch, comprised of the neighbors of an occluded point, is planar. Linear model
works as a prior on the disparity map. In a small neighborhood, disparity map could be
wrongfully non-linear for two regions: disparities of some of the neighbors are inaccurate
or there exist stair effects due to discrete disparity values. A linear model enforces
planarity in a small neighborhood and thus minimizes wrongfully introduced nonlinearity in the neighborhood. In our proposed algorithms, least squares estimation
technique is used to estimate parameters of this plane. It is known that theoretically,
interpolation and extrapolation both can be applied with least squares to estimate the
unknown value if the underlying model is already known. Both of these techniques apply
depending on relative locations of the non-occluded neighbors. For instance, in filling
border occlusions the technique should always be extrapolation, since the non-occluded
neighbors are always in one side (right) of the occluded point. With respect to our least
squares estimation technique both interpolation and extrapolation are equivalent.
Therefore, we can refer to both of these techniques as either of them. By choice, we will
use the term interpolation hereafter without worrying about the relative locations of the
neighbors.
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4.1 Neighbor’s Disparity Assignment (NDA)
Figure 4.5 shows a simple flow diagram of an existing occlusion filling algorithm
called neighbor’s disparity assignment (NDA). In this algorithm, the border occlusions
are filled with the disparities of the non-occluded points located at the right side and the
non-border occlusions are filled with the disparities of the non-occluded points located at
the left side. NDA assumes that the surface patch surrounding the occluded point is
fronto-parallel. We conducted experiments with NDA for the ground truth disparity maps
and found matching error in the non-occluded regions as listed in Table 4.1. Figure 4.6
shows some of the occlusions filling results of these experiments visually. It is evident
from the results that many occlusion regions are incorrectly filled. In the figures, the
invalid fillings are marked with circles.

4.2 Weighted Least Squares (WLS)
In weighted least squares (WLS) approach, all non-occluded neighbors are considered
as valid neighbors in a neighborhood (see Figure 4.7). Valid neighbors work as control
points in the interpolation. Similar to the order in NDA, the border occlusions are filled in
the right-to-left direction and the non-border occlusions are filled in the opposite order.
We have assumed linear model for the interpolation; however, neighbors on the
foreground introduce non-linearity. Usually, points on the foreground of a scene have
distinctive color intensities compared to the background. Applying this cue, we set the
values of the weights such a way that the weights suppress influence of the foreground
points in the interpolation.
In a weighted least squares approach, each residual error term in the aggregated
residual is weighted. Thus, the aggregated residual is defined as

(

)

2
∆ = ∑ wq lˆp (q L ) − l p (q L ) ,
qL ∈N ( pL )

L

L

L

(30)

⎛ I ( p L ) − I (q L ) ⎞
⎟ is chosen heuristically as the likelihood of p with
where wqL = exp⎜ −
L
⎜
⎟
µ
L
⎝
⎠
its neighbor q L . The heuristic choice for likelihood comes from the fact that if a neighbor
has a small I ( p L ) − I (q L ) value, the neighbor q L is located most likely in the same

surface p L is located on, and thus, linearity is enforced. It is a strong smoothness
property in natural images that neighboring pixels with similar color intensities tend to
live on the same surface patch. ∆ is partially differentiated with respect to parameters of
the unknown linear model to obtain a system of linear equations. We solve these
equations with least squares.
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⎡ x1
Say that F = ⎢ M
⎢
⎢⎣ x N

y1 1⎤
O M⎥ is the matrix of the coordinates of all the control points
⎥
y N 1⎥⎦

(non-occluded neighbors) and L = [l1
labels. Then the linear model is

l2

′
... l N ] is the vector of the corresponding

l p L = a + bx( p L ) + cy ( p L ) ,

(31)

where ( x( pL ), y( pL )) is the coordinate of pL ; a, b, and c are the model parameters. Also,
say that the weight vector corresponding to the control points matrix is
′
w = [wq
wq
... wq ] . We compute FW = diag (w )F and L W = diag (w )L . If
L1

L2

LN

′
P = [a b c ] is the parameter vector of the linear mapping,
P = (FWT FW ) FWT L W
-1

(32)

Once P is estimated, disparity of the occluded point p L is estimated as
lˆpL = [1

x( p L ) y( p L )] P .

(33)

4.3 Diffusion in Intensity Space (DIS)
This method is inspired by a recently published paper, [Min08]. In the paper, Min and
Sohn have solved stereo matching iteratively with non-linear diffusion. The authors
estimated weighted diffusion energy which indicated a good match at its lowest value at a
particular disparity label. After detecting occlusions from left-to-right and right-to-left
disparity maps they approximated diffusion energy of the occluded region to determine
disparities of the occluded points. One main disadvantage with this algorithm is that the
occlusion filling algorithm is not independent to the stereo matching algorithm. The
energies in the last iteration of the matching are considered as the initial diffusion
energies of the occlusion filling iterations. Besides, estimation of diffusion energy does
not include interpolation mechanism, i.e., disparity plane of occluded regions is not able
to maintain the slope of the disparity plane of surrounding non-occluded regions. Yet we
wanted to study performance of this algorithm by incorporating its concept of diffusion in
intensity space in a proposed algorithm. In our proposed algorithm, called DIS, the
diffusion energy E ( pL ) is initially assigned with zero when pL is non-occluded.
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Select an
occluded point

Read disparity l of the nearest
un-occluded point at left

Assign l to the
occluded point

Figure 4.5: Flow diagram of existing neighbor disparity assignment approach

Diffusion energies of the non-border and border occlusions points are updated according
to the equations (34) and (35) respectively.
⎛
1
E ( p L ) = l min ⎜
{
}⎜
2 q ∈ N ( p L ) ∧ lq
⎝ L
p L = 0 ,..., l max

∑

L =l p L

⎛
1
E ( p L ) = l min ⎜
{
}⎜ 2 q ∈ N ( p ) ∧ l
L
q
⎝ L
p L = 0 ,..., l p Lf − 2

⎞

( I ( p ) − I (q ) + E (q ))⎟⎟

q L ∈N ( p L )∧lq L = l p

L

⎞

∑

L =l p L

(34)

L

⎠

L

q L ∈N ( p L )∧lq L = l p

L

( I ( p ) − I (q ) + E (q ))⎟⎟
L

L

L

(35)

L

⎠

The update equations basically integrate the energies of non-occluded points having the
same disparity label. Non-occluded point pL is assigned to the disparity that corresponds
to the minimum E ( pL ) estimated for all possible disparities. For non-border occlusions
the minimum E ( pL ) is taken over the range from 0 to l p . Here, l p is disparity of the
Lf

Lf

non-occluded point located at the right side of pL ; this non-occluded point belongs to the
foreground which has disparity bigger than the disparity of pL . The border occlusions are
filled in the right-to-left direction and the non-border occlusions are filled in the left-toright direction. Pseudo codes of DIS algorithm are presented in Figure 4.8.

4.4 Segmentation based Least Squares (SLS)
SLS is our last proposed algorithm. One major difference between SLS and WLS is
that in SLS, the control points are rather a subset of the neighbors. The control points are
segmented out from the neighborhood by applying visibility constraint, disparity gradient
constraint, and color similarity to be detailed shortly in this section. Interpolation
accounts for the slope of the non-occluded surface in the neighborhood. An occluded
region could be part of a slanted surface requiring the assigned disparities to be
interpolated accordingly. Thus, our approach amounts to the following sequence of
operations: picking an occluded point, selecting control points from the neighborhood of
the occluded point, and then interpolating disparity of the occluded point from the control
points (Figure 4.9).
Table 4.1: Performance (percentages of matching error) of neighbor assignment
Tsukuba
Venus
Cones
Teddy
Map
Sawtooth
7.8%

5.5%

32.1%

24.6%
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4.7%

10.2%

Tsukuba

Teddy

Sawtooth

Cones

Figure 4.6: Top – ground truth disparity maps with occlusions, middle- ground truth disparity maps, bottom
– occlusion filling with NDA (wrong fillings are marked with circles )

Select an
occluded point

Define a neighborhood
of the occluded point

Interpolate

Figure 4.7: Flow diagram of WLS approach for occlusion filling

ALGORITHM: Occlusion filling with diffusion
Initialize the diffusion energies: E ( p L ) = 0
For all occluded points
Estimate E ( pL )
l pL= disparity corresponding to minimum E ( p L )
Mark p L as non-occluded
End For
Note: Border and non-border occlusions are filled in the right-to-left
and left-to-right directions respectively.

Figure 4.8: Pseudo codes for DIS
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Select an
occluded point

Define a neighborhood
of the occluded point

Select control points
from the neighborhood

Interpolate

Figure 4.9: A basic flow diagram of the proposed SLS occlusion filling algorithm

Selection of the control points need to be done from a group of potential neighbors
(Figure 4.10). Difficulty arises when the potential neighbors come form multiple
background surfaces, since the occluded point is located on only one of the surfaces (see
Figure 4.11). When there are narrow objects in the scene, the condition that the occluded
points have smaller disparities than the disparities of the non-occluded points in the right
is violated (Figure 4.12).
Another issue considered in SLS occlusion filling is the order in filling. When an
occluded region contains more than one surface, an occluded point may not at all belong
to the surface formed by its non-occluded neighbors; rather, the occluded point may be
located on a surface formed only by the occluded points in its neighborhood (Figure
4.13), which need to be interpolated first. Occluded points that are attached to at least one
non-occluded point are considered as potential points for filling. Among these potential
points, the occluded point which has the lowest homogeneity estimate (i.e., the point
exhibits high homogeneity or high color similarity with its neighbors) is filled first. An
occluded point has low homogeneity estimate if the number of neighbors with color
intensity similar to its own color intensity is also high. Thus, we use color intensity
information and apply homogeneity estimate to find order priority in filling.
4.4.1

Theory of segmentation and filling order

Say that p L is the occluded point we want to fill and N ( p L ) is defined as a set of nonoccluded neighbors of p L . Our goal is to find the valid control points that participate in
the interpolation. Say that N ( p L ) is currently empty. According to the occlusion
formation process, disparity of occluded point is less than the disparity of the foreground.
A foreground point can be extracted by picking the nearest non-occluded point at the
right side of p L . We call this point and its disparity pLf and l pLf respectively. The nonoccluded neighboring points that have disparities less than l pLf are taken into N ( pL ) . If
the occlusion is created by a foreground, which is a narrow object, the non-occluded
points in both sides (left and right) of p L bear similar disparities. Therefore, we define a
second condition based upon the disparity gradient constraint. Say, the nearest nonoccluded point in the left side is pLb and its disparity is l pLb . We apply the disparity
gradient constraint l pLb − l qL ≤ 1 for a neighbor qL with disparity l qL and include the
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neighbors satisfying the constraint, in N ( p L ) . The combined condition is described in
(36).
(36)
l pLb − l q L ≤ 1 ∨ l q L < l p Lf
While N ( p L ) is formed, the points qL in N ( p L ) may come from two or more
background surfaces. If we observe the ground truth disparity maps of the Middlebury
test images, we find that in a small neighborhood, more than three surfaces are not
present. Such neighborhoods may exist but in a negligibly low number. Therefore, we
can safely assume that N ( p L ) contain points from not more than two surfaces. These two
surfaces have points with disparities in two distinct ranges and one of these two surfaces
is closer to the camera than the other. Therefore, the minimum lmin of all the disparities of
the pixels in N ( pL ) belongs to one surface and the maximum, lmax to the other. If
lmax − l min ≤ 1 holds then there are points only from one surface in N ( p L ) ; otherwise, we
need to determine which of the two surfaces p L belongs to. First, the points are
segmented into two groups. One of the two groups contain the points that satisfy the
condition, l max −l qL ≤ 1 and the other contains the points that satisfy the condition,
l min − lqL ≤ 1 ; here, q L is a member of N ( pL ) . We find the average truncated color

distance (defined later in this Section) of p L to each group. p L belongs to one of the two
group that has color distance smaller than the other.
Occluded point with the highest priority has the smallest homogeneity estimate. We
define homogeneity in the following way. p L is homogeneous with its neighbor qL if
intensity of q L is within 3*sigma of the mean intensity of p L . Otherwise, the neighbor is
non-homogeneous. Accordingly, homogeneity, H ( p L , q L ) is defined by the following
mixture model,

(

)

⎧P I ( pL ) − I (qL ) , if I ( pL ) − I (qL ) ≤ 3µ LL−1
H ( pL , qL ) = ⎨
P(3µ LL−1 ), otherwise.
⎩

(37)

Homogeneity of a site p L with its neighborhood, N ( pL ) , H ( pL , N ( pL )) is defined as
H ( p L , N ( p L )) =

∏ H ( pL , qL ) .

q L ∈N ( p L )

(38)

Since we are concerned with only a point with its relative (highest in this case)
homogeneity, a negative log-homogeneity,
− log H ( p, N ( p )) = A + ∑ψ ( p, q ) ,
q∈N ( p )

(39)

is enough and also convenient for the estimation. In eq. (39), A is a constant due to
normalization factor of P(.). ψ ( p L , q L ) is a cut-off function
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⎧ I ( pL ) − I (qL ) , if I ( pL ) − I (qLL ) ≤ 3µ LL−1

ψ ( pL , qL ) = ⎨
⎩

(40)

3µ , otherwise.
−1
LL

‘A’ does not affect a search for occluded point of the smallest homogeneity and therefore,
can be ignored. So, H ( p L , N ( pL )) can be instead replaced with
∑ ψ ( pL , qL ) .
q L∈N ( pL )

Accordingly, the highest homogeneity, H ( pL , N ( pL )) , corresponds to the smallest estimate
∑ ψ ( pL , qL ) .
qL ∈N ( pL )

It was mentioned earlier that if N ( pL ) has points from two surfaces, N ( pL ) is divided
into two neighborhoods (i.e., surfaces) N 1 ( p L ) and N 2 ( p L ) such that
N ( pL ) = N 1 ( pL ) U N 2 ( pL ) . One of these two neighborhoods works as the set of control
points in the interpolation of the disparity of the occluded points. We define the average
color distance as
D ( p L ,N i ( p L )) =

1
N i ( pL )

∑ψ ( p

q L ∈N ( p L )

L

, qL ) .

(41)

If D( pL , N 1 ( pL )) < D( pL , N 2 ( pL )) , then we pick N 1 ( pL ) as the set of control points;
otherwise, we pick N 2 ( pL ) . Once the control points are selected the parameters of the
planar surface comprised of the disparities of the control points are estimated in the same
way described before in WLS based algorithm; only exception is that the weights are
assumed to be 1.0.
4.4.2

Summary of SLS algorithm

In this section, we summarize the proposed SLS occlusion filling algorithm with a
flow diagram (Figure 4.14). In filling the occlusions, first, we find occluded point with
the highest priority. Then we apply the constraint l pLb − l q L ≤ 1 ∨ l q L < l p Lf to find an
initial set of control points. These control points form only one surface if the occlusions
are created only by a background and foreground surfaces. We call the background
surface, S0, and take all its neighbors as control points. Otherwise, we assume that there
are two background surfaces. The minimum and maximum disparity of the neighbors are
taken as two seed points. We apply the disparity gradient constraint on these two seed
points and extract the two background surfaces, S1 and S2. We measure color distance of
these two surfaces from the occluded point. The surface with color distance smaller than
the other one contains the occluded point. The neighbors that belong to this surface are
the control points that participate in the interpolation.
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lb

lf

occlusion

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: Occlusion with one background; (a) ground truth disparity of Tsukuba, (b) a zoomed-in
portion of the disparity map, (c) neighborhood in occlusion created in the background by a foreground
surface.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.11: Occlusion when two background surfaces are present; (a) ground truth disparity map of the
image Tsukuba, (b) a zoomed-in portion of the disparity map, (c) possibility of occluded point to be in one
of the background surfaces.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.12: Occlusions created by narrow objects; (a) ground truth disparity map of the image Tsukuba,
(b) a zoomed-in portion of the disparity map, (c) occlusion created in the background by a narrow object.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.13: Border occlusion filling needs a filling order; (a) ground truth disparity map of the image
Tsukuba, (b) a zoomed-in portion of the disparity map, (c) ground truth disparity map.
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Pick an occluded point
and define the
neighborhood

apply homogeneity to pick the most confident occluded point, pL; say
that the set of non-occluded points is So.
apply the condition lpLb −lqL ≤1∨lqL < lpLf
background points from So

lmax −lmin ≤ 1
Select the control
points

No

pick two background surfaces: S1 applying
lmin − lqL ≤ 1 and S2 applying lmax − lqL ≤ 1

Yes

(

surface
So

Interpolate

to pick

)

D p L , N S1 ( p L )

surface
S1

No

(

)

> D pL , N S2 ( pL )

Yes surface
S2

interpolate disparity of pL from the surface points

Figure 4.14: Detailed flow diagram of the proposed SLS occlusion filling algorithm
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5 Experimental results
Experiments with the matching algorithm proposed in chapter 3 and occlusion filling
algorithms proposed in chapter 4 are carried out on ground truth datasets prepared by the
Middlebury College. We also perform experiments to observe computational efficiency
of the proposed parameter estimation algorithms on BP, currently the best performer
according to Middlebury evaluation. As mentioned earlier, many state of the art
algorithms are tested against these datasets to study their performances. The comparative
performances of these algorithms are published in the website, [Middlebury]. Currently
there are four test pairs called Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy, and Cones for evaluation. An
older version of the evaluation table includes Tsukuba, Venus, Sawtooth, and Map. All
these images are shown in Figure 5.1. Radial distortions in these images are corrected and
their ground truth disparity maps are obtained from laser scan. These images vary in
degree of scene complexity, disparity range, color structure, etc. For instance, Tsukuba
has the highest scene complexity among these four images – it has large un-textured to
small texture-rich regions. Maximum disparities of all of these stereo pairs are known;
they are listed in Table 5.1.

Tsukuba

Map

Venus

Teddy

Sawtooth

Cones

Figure 5.1: Six test images provided online by Middlebury College
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Table 5.1: Maximum disparity ranges of the test images

Images

Tsukuba

Venus

Sawtooth

Map

Teddy

Cones

Maximum
disparity
(in pixels)

15

19

19

29

59
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5.1 Stereo matching results
In this section, results generated by the proposed stereo matching algorithm are
presented with performance study on the ground truth datasets. Figure 5.2 shows visual
comparison of our results with results from Zhang-Seitz [Zhang07] and Cheng-Caelli
[Cheng07] algorithms, the two algorithms other than ours’ that also estimate the
parameters statistically. This comparison is for the old dataset in the Middlebury College,
which includes Tsukuba, Venus, Sawtooth, and Map. In Figure 5.3, we compare the
results for two images Teddy and Cones which are included in the new Middlebury
dataset in addition to Tsukuba and Venus. In this comparison, we do not include results
of Chen-Caelli [Cheng07] algorithm, which was evaluated by the authors only for the old
dataset. Numeric representations of these results are provided in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.
These tables show the percentages of points that match incorrectly. As mentioned earlier,
a point is incorrectly matched if its absolute disparity difference with the ground truth is
not more than one. A rainbow color coding of the ground truth disparity maps and
disparity maps generated by the proposed matching algorithm is presented in Figure 5.4.
Two different statistical evaluations for matching error are done using the Middlebury
stereo images. The first evaluation includes points only in the non-occluded regions, i.e.
regions that are visible in both cameras. The second includes points only in the
discontinuous regions. Discontinuous regions do not include the occluded points. Based
on the two evaluations, the algorithms are ranked for comparisons. A rank is simply the
chronological position after sorting the algorithms from the lowest to the highest
according to their matching performance on one ground truth. In this way, an algorithm
has eight rank numbers on four image pairs, each of them with two ground truths. For
each algorithm, the rank numbers are added and averaged to find a ‘score’. Then, all the
algorithms are sorted again to find their comprehensive performance positions. Table 5.2
is for the test image pairs of the old dataset with performances evaluated according to the
old evaluation table. Table 5.3 is for the new test image pairs in the new dataset with
performances evaluated according to the new evaluation table. The two numbers in each
cell under the columns with image names have two entries. The first one is the error rate
and the second one is the rank. ‘Score’ of each algorithm is shown in the rightmost
columns.
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Until now the best performing local algorithm is proposed by Yoon and Kweon
[Yoon06]. Their algorithm, however, is unable to perform well on images with repetitive
patterns. For instance, in ‘Map’ pair their algorithm has 1.13% of matching error in nonoccluded regions, whereas our proposed algorithm has matching error of 0.32%. Besides,
the parameters are estimated automatically in our algorithm; whereas, in [Yoon06], the
parameters are set manually.

5.2 Matching results for LC-SEM images
We applied our matching algorithm on LC-SEM stereo images. LC-SEM is a new
and emerging class of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with large chamber for
conducting nondestructive tests. Meter-scale large objects can be scanned in micro- or
nano-scale using LC-SEM; images delivered by the scanning process are grayscale. For
scanning, a sample, which could be conducting or non-conducting, is placed inside the
LC-SEM chamber through an airtight door. The air is pumped out and then, an electron
gun emits a beam of high energy electrons; the beam travels through a series of magnetic
lenses that focus the electrons to a very fine spot. Near above the sample surface, a set of
scanning coils moves the focused electron beam back and forth across the surface of the
sample, row by row. As the electron hits each spot on the sample, secondary electrons are
knocked out of the surface. A detector counts these electrons and sends the signal to an
amplifier. Pixel intensities in the final grayscale image are obtained from the number of
electrons emitted from each spot on the sample. Note that stereo images from SEM or
LC-SEM can be reconstructed only up to the duality, which means that the real 3D
surface could be inverted.
Figure 5.6 shows a LC-SEM stereo image pair. The LC-SEM stereo image
acquisition is performed in a controlled geometry. The tilt angle between the two view
points and the physical dimensions of the pixels of the images are known. High
magnification of the images allows the use of affine transformation. The principal points
of both images are chosen to appear approximately at the centers of the images. Imaging
in such a constrained and known set-up enables us to model the scene in the Euclidian
space without calibration of the microscope. Before matching we rectify the images.
Since the images are captured at high magnification (400X), the distortion effect on
surface geometry due to the perspective projection is negligible. Therefore, we can
assume the image formation as an affine process. Due to the affine assumption and the
fact that the object is tilted only around the X-axis of the LC-SEM, the images become
rectified after a clockwise 90o rotation (Figure 5.6I and (d)). Figure 5.7(a) shows disparity
map of the LC-SEM stereo image pair generated by the proposed algorithm. Figure
5.7(b) shows the rainbow color-coded disparity map. Details of the theory of the 3D
reconstruction are presented in the appendix.
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5.3 Runtime performance

Table 5.4 shows runtime (in minutes) of 144 iterations of the proposed stereo
matching algorithm described in Chapter 3. The first row mentions the name of the stereo
pair with its size and maximum disparity. It is evident from the table that while the
runtime depends on the image size and maximum disparity, it also depends on the scene
structure. Venus and Sawtooth have almost similar size and disparity range, but they direr
in runtime significantly. Figure 5.8 shows graph plots of percentages of matching error in
non-occluded regions and runtime versus number of iterations.
Tsukuba

Venus

Sawtooth

Map

Figure 5.2: Disparity maps of the Middlebury test images Tsukuba, Venus, Sawtooth, and Map (from
left to right; 1st row: test images, 2nd: ground truth disparity maps, 3rd: disparity maps of Zhang-Seitz
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[Zhang07], 4th: Cheng-caelli [Cheng07], and 5th: proposed algorithm [Huq08b]
Test Images

(a)

Ground Truth

BP (Zhang-Seitz)

(b)

LSN (Proposed)

(c)

(d)
st

Figure 5.3: Disparity map of the Middlebury test images Teddy and Cones; 1 column: test images,
2nd: ground truth disparity map, 3rd: disparity maps of Zhang-Seitz [Zhang07], and 4th: proposed
algorithm [Huq08b]
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.4: Disparity map results on the middle bury test dataset; (a) six test images Tsukuba, Venus,
Sawtooth, Map, Teddy, and Cones (from top to bottom), (b) ground truth disparity map, (c) disparity map
generated by our proposed algorithm.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of percentage of matching error for non-occluded and discontinuous regions in the
Middlebury old test image set – Tsukuba, Venus, Map, and Sawtooth

Algorithms

Proposed
[Huq08b])

Error
statistics
regions
Non-occluded
Discontinuous

Non-occluded
BP
(Zhang-Seitz)
[Zhang07] Discontinuous
Non-occluded
BP
(Cheng-Caelli)
[Cheng07] Discontinuous

Tsukuba Venus
1.53
13
5.38
3
1.87
20
7.13
9
3.65
28
15.33
32

0.97
10
6.05
14
1.53
20
10.37
21
3.41
32
17.40
29

Map Sawtooth Score
0.34
13
4.81
15
0.20
2
2.20
1
0.10
1
1.33
1

0.32
7
3.20
5
0.83
14
3.48
9
1.23
21
7.91
25

9.87

12.0

21.1

Table 5.3: Comparison of percentage of matching error (as of April 2008) for non-occluded and
discontinuous regions in the Middlebury new test image set – Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy, and Cones

Algorithms

Proposed
[Huq08b]

Error
statistics
regions
Non-occluded
Discontinuous

Non-occluded
BP
(Zhang-Seitz)
[Zhang07] Discontinuous

Tsukuba Venus Teddy Cones Score
1.53
19
5.38
6
1.87
22
7.13
18

75

0.97
20
6.05
17
1.53
26
10.37
25

10.34
28
18.92
24
12.27
30
22.79
29

5.7
26
20.75
13.0
26
6.02
26
25.5
15.08
28

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) LC-SEM chamber and (b) LC-SEM diagram showing platform and electron gun with
rotational and translational axes (images are provided by Y12, Oakridge National Research Laboratory)
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(a)

(b)

I

(d)

Figure 5.6: (a) and (b) are stereo image pair captured at 400X magnification with 6 degrees of tilt angle
apart; image size is 1024×690 with each pixel 1µm×1µm in physical dimension; (c) and (d) are stereo
image pair cut from images in (a), (b) and rectified with a clockwise 90o rotation.
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0

220
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Disparity map results on LC-SEM stereo images; (a) gray-coded and (b)
color-coded disparity map generated by the proposed matching algorithm
Table 5.4: Runtime (in minutes) of 144 iterations of the proposed stereo matching algorithm

Tsukuba
Venus
Map
Sawtooth Teddy
Cones
(384×288) (434×383) (284×216) (434×380) (450×375) (450×375)
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Figure 5.8: Graph plots for percentages of matching error and runtime vs. the number of
iterations for stereo image pair Tsukuba.
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5.4 Occlusion detection
Occlusions are the image regions that are visible in one of the stereo images but they
are invisible in the other. Formally, these occlusions are called half occlusions, since they
are visible in one and invisible in the other. There are algorithms that explicitly mark the
occluded points during matching. A popular method is to match the images both ways
and then mark those pixels as occlusions that do not have the same left-to-right and rightto-left labels. Since the proposed matching algorithm performs symmetric matching and
make disparity maps from both ways readily available to us, the later technique is used to
detect the occluded points. After matching is converged, we mark pL in the left image as
an occluded point if l pL ≠ −l pR . Note that the signs of the labels are opposite.
Figure 5.9 shows three images, Tsukuba, Venus, and LC-SEM and their occlusions in
the left image. Clearly, there are black points that are not along the borders but on the
surface. These are the points that satisfy the condition, l pL ≠ −l pR , since, the labels we
work with are discrete.
Images

Occlusions

Figure 5.9: Top – Middlebury image ‘Tsukuba’ and its occlusions; middle – ‘Venus’ and its occlusions;
bottom – LC-SEM image with occlusion
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5.5 Occlusion filling results
Figure 5.10 shows the test image Teddy, its ground truth occlusion map, gray-coded
disparity map, and color-coded disparity map. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show
occlusion filling results in Teddy for four occlusion filling algorithms discussed in
chapter 4. In Figure 5.11, the blue and red circles show the areas where NDA fills the
occlusions inconsistently. In Figure 5.12(a), WLS do well in the mentioned red circular
area but fails in occluded regions inside the blue circle. Disparity of the white region fails
to spread consistently when using the WLS interpolation model. In Figure 5.12(b) and
(c), the occlusion filled disparity maps generated by DIS and SLS are difficult to visually
differentiate. In the next section we provide statistical evaluations of all four algorithms
on all six test images.

5.6 Comparisons of the occlusion filling algorithms
We have described four algorithms NDA, DIS, WLS, and SLS with their visually
presented performance on the test image, Teddy. As mentioned earlier, NDA is an
existing method and DIS is inspired by one of the recent papers. The other two are
developed by us. Table 5.5 lists statistical performance scores of these algorithms when
applied on ground truth disparity maps of all six test images. The performance is
evaluated as the percentage of error in occlusion filling, which appears as top entry in
each cell of the table. To study the comparative performance, we sort the percentage of
error rates from low to high and assign an algorithm its corresponding chronological
position, which is written in the bottom of each cell of the table. For a particular
algorithm, we average the chronological positions for all test cases and call it ‘score’. The
lowest score indicates the best occlusion filling algorithm. The table shows that SLS is
the best algorithm with score 1.33.

5.7 Occlusion filled disparity maps
We apply the segmentation based least squares (SLS) for interpolation to fill
occlusions in the disparity maps generated by our proposed matching algorithm. Figure
5.12 shows results after occlusion filling. From left to the right, the figures show ground
truth disparity maps, disparity maps of left-to-right and right-to-left matches, detected
occlusion, and disparity maps after occlusion filling. For a better visualization of local
disparity contrast, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show color-coded version of the disparity
maps.
We numerically compare occlusion filled disparity maps of our proposed matching
and occlusion filling algorithm (SLS) with disparity maps of existing algorithms listed in
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the Middlebury performance table. Note that the main contribution of this dissertation is
improved accuracy in matching among the existing algorithms that apply statistical
estimation of the MRF parameters. The tables below rather emphasizes where an
algorithm with automatic parameter estimation stands compared to others with manual
settings of the parameters. Table 5.5 lists performancse of the proposed algorithm and a
few other existing algorithms. The test dataset for this table, called Middlebury old test
data, includes Tsukuba, Venus, Sawtooth, and Map. The table shows that the proposed
algorithm performs better than average with the old dataset. On the other hand, Table 5.6
lists performance for the new dataset that includes Tsukuba, Venus, Cones, and Teddy.
According to this table, the proposed algorithm performs almost average. Figure 5.16 and
Figure 5.17 compare our results with the best algorithms respectively in old and new
Middlebury evaluation tables.

5.8 Experiments with BP
The proposed parameter estimation techniques are implemented with belief
propagation (BP) to study performance of the proposed parameter estimation technique in
BP. We recall BP here with its equations for message update, data and smoothness term
definitions, and assignments of the MRF parameters. Message in BP is defined and
updated according to
mqt L pL (l p L ) = min⎛⎜ DqL (l qL ) + λV (l qL , l pL ) +
mst L−1pL (l qL )⎞⎟ .
∑
lp
(
)
s
∈
N
q
\
p
L ⎝
L
L
L
⎠
The data likelihood term is defined as D pL (l pL ) = min(TD , I ( p L ) − I (q L ) ) and the

(

)

smoothness term as V (l pL , l qL ) = min TqL , l pL − lqL . A label l p that minimizes the belief
b pL (l pL ) = D pL (l pL ) +

∑

q L ∈N ( p L )

m

T
qL pL

(l ),
pL

L

(42)

is taken as the label for the pixel p L . According to our estimation technique the MRF
parameters λ D , TD , Tq , and λq are computed as

λD = µ LL , TD = 3µ , TqL = max(T∆lLR , 3ν q−L1 ) with T∆lLR = 1.0 , and λqL = ν qL .
The MRF parameters are estimated and updated alternate with the matching
iterations. In the existing algorithm, BP starts with a set of initial values for the
parameters and finds the disparity map. The parameters are updated from the current
disparity map using EM iterations and then applied again to refine the disparity map.
Since the EM iterations are nested inside the matching iteration, computational cost of the
overall matching algorithm is high. The EM estimation iterates several times to update
the parameters. From experiments, we found that approximately, 8 EM iterations are
needed for convergence of the parameters as well as for the matching algorithm to deliver
the best result in percentage of matching error. According to our proposed estimation, λ D
and TD are estimated a priori from one of the stereo images. Besides, as described in this
L

L

−1
LL
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dissertation, the smoothness model parameters are estimated using a combination of
maximum likelihood and disparity gradient constraint.
With BP, we implement an existing algorithm for fast message update, proposed by
Falzenwalb and Huttenlocher [Falzenwalb04]. While standard BP estimates each
smoothness term in an order of two of the number of disparity labels, without sacrificing
any matching accuracy Falzenwalb and Huttenlocher estimated the smoothness terms
with an order of one. We call BP with acceleration algorithm of Falzenwalb and
Huttenlocher [Falzenwalb04] EMEM since both the data and smoothness parameters are
estimated using the EM algorithms applying the parameter estimation of Zhang and Seitz
[Zhang07]. Then, we conduct three experiments with each experiment providing some
acceleration in computational performance. For the evaluation we use the new test dataset
which includes Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy, and Cones. We call our experiments acceleration
step 1, acceleration step 2, and acceleration step 3.
With the proposed parameter estimation implemented on top of EMEM, in acceleration
step 1, we conduct experiment applying noise equivalence (NE) only in the parameter
estimation of data likelihood; we also call this experiment NEEM. Table 5.8 lists
performance results of EMEM and NEEM. For each of the experiment the table, there are
three rows. The first row shows computational time of EMEM; the second row shows
time gain of the NEEM experiments with respect to EMEM, i.e. the ratio of
computational times of an experiment and EMEM; the third row shows matching error
for non-occluded and discontinuous regions. In all experiments, BP is iterated 160 times.
The lowest matching error rates for a particular test are shown in bold face. Considering
the error rates for all the test images, it is obvious that maintaining comparable matching
performance the computational time costs come down significantly.
In acceleration step 2, the proposed approach for the acceleration is different. Before
presenting results of this experiment, we introduce the proposed approach in detail here.
In BP, when all the messages of a site converge, the messages do not need to be further
updated. Messages are converged if they remain unchanged for two or more consecutive
iterations; this means that computational time can be saved by avoiding unnecessary
message update. Yang et al. has applied message comparisons, i.e. checking if
∆mt = mqt L pL (l pL ) − mqt −L1pL (l pL ) equals to zero, to determine convergence of the pixel p L to
save computational time in BP [Yang06b]. If ∆mt equals to zero in some iteration, p L
does not need further message update. However, the messages take some time to become
mature when they do not change further. In our experiments, we skip initial message
comparisons to avoid unnecessary checking for convergence and thus, improve the
computational time further. Figure 5.19 shows results on some experiments with skipping
message comparisons in initial iterations for all four images of the Middlebury new
dataset. Each graph shows that as we skip the message comparisons in the initial
iterations, the runtime for 160 iterations goes down initially; at the same time, the
matching error also reduces in most of the experiments. We perform two experiments
with NEEM algorithm: one is by skipping no iterations (NEEMS0) and the other is by
skipping 40 initial iterations (NEEMS40) with the number of initial iterations, 40, chosen
empirically from the graphs in Figure 5.19. Table 5.9 lists performance results of
NEEMS0 and NEEMS40.
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In acceleration step 3, we repeat the experiments on NEEMS40 with ML estimation
of the smoothness parameters instead of EM as proposed in [Zhang07]. We call these ML
based experiments NEMLS40. Table 4.6 lists performance results of NEEMS40 and
NEMLS40. This experiments show that the percentage of error is increased due to
replacement of the smoothness parameters by the ML estimation. However, the gain in
computational time is significant. The time-accuracy compromise is justified for many
real-time applications, for instance obstacle avoidance and tracking, where time is more
important than gaining highly accurate solution.
For the test image ‘Cones’, Figure 5.20 shows plots of percentage of matching error
along the left y axis and computation times along the right y axis at various numbers of
BP iterations for all the above experiments. The plot shows that with comparable
percentages of matching error rates throughout the graphs, proposed acceleration
algorithms spend computational times less than EMEM.
0
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5.10: (a) Stereo image Teddy, (b) border occlusion (in blue) and non-border occlusion (in red) of
Teddy, (c) gray-coded ground truth disparity map, and (d) color-coded ground truth disparity map

Figure 5.11: Gray- and color-coded disparity maps after filling occlusions in ground truth disparity maps
with NDA
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(a)

(b)

I
Figure 5.12: Gray- and color-coded disparity maps after filling occlusions in ground truth disparity maps
with (a) WLS, (b) DIS, and (c) SLS
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Table 5.5: Percentages of error in occlusion filling applying NDA, DIS, WLS, and SLS

Algorithms

Tsukuba Venus

Cones

Teddy

Sawtooth

Map

Score

2.71

Neighbor’s
Disparity
Assignment
(NDA)
[Yang06]

7.8

5.5

32.1

24.6

4.7

10.2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Diffusion in
Intensity Space
(DIS) [Min08]

3.98

4.66

39.29

27.2

2.72

1.75

1

2

4

4

2

2

Weighted Least
Squares (WLS)

8.50

5.09

34.95

24.85

7.87

4.67

4

3

3

3

4

3

Segmentation
based Least
Squares (SLS)

5.49

4.58

34.89

16.26

1.74

0.87

2

1

2

1

1

1
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2.5

3.33

1.33

Ground Truth

Left-to-Right Map

Right-to-Left Map

Occlusion

Occlusion filled

Figure 5.13: Disparity maps, occlusions, and occlusion filling results on the Middlebury College test
images Map, Venus, Tsukuba, Sawtooth, Cones, and Teddy (from top to bottom). Occlusions are filled
with SLS linear interpolation model.
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Test images

Ground truth

Proposed
0

15
0

19
0

19

Figure 5.14: Color-coded disparity map on the middle bury test images Tsukuba, Venus, and Sawtooth;
left: test images, middle: ground truth, and right: our results; the right most column shows disparity scale in
color.
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Figure 5.15: Color-coded disparity map on the middle bury test images Map, Teddy, and Cones; left: test
images, middle: ground truth, and right: our results with color-coding scale.
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Tsukuba

Venus

Sawtooth

Map

Figure 5.16: Disparity maps; top row: ground truth, middle: SymBP+Occ [Sun05], and bottom: proposed

Table 5.6: Percentages of error in disparities for non-occluded, discontinuous, and all regions in Tsukuba,
Venus, Sawtooth, and Map (Middlebury old evaluation dataset), after filling occlusions applying SLS.
Tsukuba
Algorithms

nondisc.
occ

SymBP + Occ 0.97 5.45
2
2
[Sun05]

Proposed

1.53 5.38
13

2

Segm.-based 5.08 11.94
22
GC [Hong2004] 32
2 Pass DP
[Kim2005]

1.53 8.25
13

14

SO
5.08 11.94
22
[Christopher06] 32

Venus

Sawtooth

All

nonocc

disc.

All

-

0.16

2.7
7

-

4

6

2.3
-

0.97
10

6.0
5

-

9.44

8.2

39

30

-

0.94

5.7
2

-

9

14

13

9.44

8.2

39

30

nondisc.
occ
0.1
2.0
9
9
1

1

1.67
-

0.3
2

-

4.0
6

11.
90

35

28

-

0.6
1

5.2
5

10

14

-

4.0
6

11.
90

35

28

89

7

3.2
10

Map

nonAll
disc.
occ
0.1 2.2
6
0
1

1

0.
8
9
-

0.3
4

4.8
1

13

15

-

1.8
4

10.
22

32

25

-

0.7
0

9.3
2

20

21

-

1.8
4

10.
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32
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Score
All
-

2.7
5

0.6
8
-
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5

-
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-
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85

-
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Tsukuba

Venus

Cones

Teddy

Figure 5.17: Disparity maps; top row: ground truth, middle: AdaptiveBP [Klaus06], and bottom: proposed
Table 5.7: Percentages of error in disparities for non-occluded, discontinuous, and all regions in Tsukuba,
Venus, Cones, and Teddy (Middlebury new evaluation dataset), after filling occlusions applying SLS.
Tsukuba
Alg.

AdaptingBP
[Klaus06]

1.37 0.10 1.44 0.21 2.48 7.92 7.32 4.22 11.8 7.06

8

21

19

Proposed

1.53 5.38

GC+occ

1.19 6.24

[Kolmogorov01]

SO
[Christopher06]

23
9

7
12

5.08 12.2
44

37

3

1

1

3

1

2

All

3

nondisc.
occ

Score

1.11 5.79

All

nondisc.
occ

Teddy

All

7

nondisc.
occ

Cones

nondisc.
occ

RegionTreeDP 1.39 6.85
[Lei06]
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3

3

All

2
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Figure 5.18: Graphs for percentages of matching error vs. number of EM iterations for four ground truth
stereo pairs

Table 5.8: Matching and computational time performance of existing and proposed parameter estimation
algorithms (number of BP iterations = 60)
Algorithms

EMEM (existing)
Zhang-Seitz
[Zhang07,
Felzenswalb04].

NEEM (proposed)
Data parameter replaced
with noise equivalence
(NE)
[Zhang07, Felzenswalb04,
Huq08c]

Performance criteria

Tsukuba

Venus

Teddy

Cones

Time (in seconds)

202

342

747

740

Time Gain:
EMEM/EMEM

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

1.92, 9.59

1.18,
15.55

11.55,
24.58

6.15,
16.13

Time (in seconds)

133

226

546

545

Time Gain:
NEEM/EMEM

1.5

1.5

1.4

1.4

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

2.12,
10.49

1.34,
17.63

11.16,
23.46

5.91,
15.47
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Figure 5.19: Percentages of matching error and computational time in seconds versus skipped number of
initial iterations with message comparisons.
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Table 5.9: Matching and computational time performances of existing and proposed parameter estimation
algorithms with message comparison and message comparison skipping (number of BP iterations = 60)
Algorithms

NEEMS0
Message comparison
[Zhang07, Felzenswalb04,
Yang06]

NEEMS40 (proposed)
Message comparison after
initial 40 iterations
[Zhang07, Felzenswalb04,
Yang06,
Huq08c]

Performance criteria

Tsukuba

Venus

Teddy

Cones

Time (in seconds)

117

205

437

483

Time Gain:
NEEMS0/EMEM

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.5

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

2.24, 9.07

2.42,
17.66

12.39,
23.70

5.73,
15.07

Time (in seconds)

74

126

316

311

Time Gain:
NEEMS40/EMEM

2.7

2.7

2.4

2.4

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

2.00, 9.63

1.81,
18.18

12.19,
23.45

5.58,
14.51

Table 5.10: Matching and computational time performances of the proposed algorithms with and without
applying proposed estimation of the smoothness parameters
Algorithms

Performance criteria

Tsukuba

Venus

Teddy

Cones

NEEMS40 (proposed)
Message comparison
after initial 40 iterations
[Zhang07,
Felzenswalb04, Yang06,
Huq08c]

Time (in seconds)

74

126

316

311

Time Gain:
NEEMS40/EMEM

2.7

2.7

2.4

2.4

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

2.00, 9.63

1.81,
18.18

12.19,
23.45

5.58,
14.51

Time (in seconds)

57

103

296

254

Time Gain:
NEMLS40/EMEM

3.5

3.3

2.5

2.9

Error (%): Non-occ,
discontinuity

3.48,
11.04

1.80,
17.12

13.42,
24.22

5.83,
14.52

NEMLS40 (proposed)
ML estimation of the
smoothness parameters
[Zhang07,
Felzenswalb04, Yang06,
Huq08c]
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Figure 5.20: Percentages of non-occluded matching error and computational time versus number of BP
iterations for ‘Cones’ for up to 160 iterations
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6 Conclusions and future work
In this dissertation, we proposed a novel local optimization algorithm for dense MRF
stereo matching. Using a concise cost function, the energy parameters are defined
explicitly and estimated statistically. Symmetric cost functions are developed and
matching is performed symmetrically for improved accuracy and also to detect
occlusions. We introduce a concept called “strictness of neighborhood” in order to
balance between the data and smoothness costs and apply the statistical parameters
directly into the cost function. The data likelihood parameters are estimated from one of
the images applying noise equivalence hypothesis that the distributions of the within
image and between image noises are equivalent. Our approach estimates the data
likelihood parameters a priori to avoid the costly nested iteration and to enforce
convergence in matching by eliminating interdependency between the data and
smoothness parameters. Two basic smoothness model parameters are estimated using a
combination of maximum likelihood and disparity gradient constraint. Data and
smoothness discontinuity (i.e. occlusions) handling parameters are also statistical and
dependent on their respective data and smoothness model parameters. An adaptive
support neighborhood technique is incorporated for global convergence of the algorithm.
At the same time, the adaptive support neighborhood provides additional capability in
discontinuity handling by including enough homogeneous points in the neighborhood.
Smoothness model parameters of the neighbors in the support neighborhood are obtained
from the two basic smoothness model parameters applying observed linear relationship
among the parameters. A pair of symmetric cost functions for symmetric matching is
developed. Symmetric matching reduces matching error and at the same time allows
detection of the occlusions. The proposed algorithm is applied to ground truth test
datasets provided online by the Middlebury College and comparable results are obtained.
Results show that our algorithm performs better than existing algorithms that apply
statistical estimation of the parameters. The proposed algorithm performs well on LCSEM stereo images which are noisier than images captured by the regular cameras.
We proposed several algorithms for occlusion filling; we conducted experiments with
existing and proposed algorithms on ground truth disparity maps of the Middlebury test
images and compared their performance. Experiments show that our best proposed
algorithm, which is segmentation based least squares with linear model of extrapolation,
performs better than the existing algorithms. The proposed occlusion filling algorithm is
independent to the matching algorithm, hence, can be applied in occlusion filling in
disparity maps delivered by any stereo matching algorithm.
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Finally, we implement our parameter estimation algorithm for belief propagation to
study performance of the estimation algorithm. Applying noise equivalence only for
likelihood parameter estimation, we obtain results comparable with existing algorithms’,
yet computational complexity is greatly reduced. Additionally, by applying maximum
likelihood for the prior model parameters we gain in time complexity further.
While our focus is on an effective modeling and automatic estimation of MRF
parameters and matching for offline matching applications, there are real time stereo
matching algorithms in the literature [Gong05, Wang06, Forstmann04] that could benefit
from our proposed algorithm. Since parameter estimation is usually time consuming, to
save runtime the real time algorithms use hard-coded parameters determined empirically;
hence, they are not robust with changes in outdoor scene. In this dissertation, we show
that good matching results can be achieved by estimating the data likelihood parameters
statistically and a priori from one of the images; thus hard coding of the parameters can
be avoided to cope with changing scene. The neighborhood selection and symmetric
matching techniques can be applied with existing well known algorithms such as graph
cuts and belief propagation for potential increase in matching accuracy and other
performance.
The existing algorithms as well as our proposed one estimate and apply the MRF
parameters globally. The global estimation is valid for data model parameters. However,
the smoothness parameters may not be consistent locally. A better approach would be
local estimation of the parameters. A local estimation, however, is not as unbiased as the
global one, mainly because the size of sample participating in the estimation is small.
There are still works needed to be done in this direction. In Figure 6.1, it is evident that
the image region of rectangle A is more distorted than the region in rectangle B when
they are seen in the right image. The smoothness parameters should be determined
independently for these two regions to obtain optimal results.
B

A
Figure 6.1: Left and right stereo images of Teddy and its ground truth disparity map
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Calibration of SEM/LC-SEM stereo imaging system
SEM/LC-SEM can provide stereo images of an object captured from two view points
of known angle between them. In comparison with usual stereo system that uses more
than one camera, in SEM/LC-SEM stereo imaging there is only one camera (equivalently
the scanner). In SEM, the object is placed on a stage and then posed at different tilt
angles by rotating the stage. In LC-SEM, both the stage and the scanner (equivalently the
camera) can be repositioned. For reconstruction of the object from stereo images, the
scanner can be modeled with affine projection if the objects are scanned at high
magnification (300x or more). Due to affine projection assumption the intrinsic
parameter, focal length, appears linearly proportional to the magnification. Assuming the
magnification as 1.0 allows the reconstruction to happen up to a scale factor. The aspect
ratio is assumed to be 1.0; hence, magnification remains the same along both the X and Y
axes. Skew angle is 90 degrees. The extrinsic parameters of the system are the orientation
and location of the scanner. In our setup, the orientation is known and the parameters
related to the location are unknown. In our modeling, there are four parameters indirectly
related to the location of the scanner. These parameters are determined from calibration.
To present the theory of calibration, we describe the SEM/LC-SEM imaging scenario
with the following coordinate systems. We assume two coordinate systems – one
attached to the scanner and the other to the stage. We also assume that the stage is located
right under the scanner, i.e., principal axis of the scanner, which is also the Z-axis of the
scanner coordinate system, goes through the origin of the stage. Z-axis of the stage is
parallel with principal axis of the scanner. XY planes of the scanner and the stage are also
parallel. Say, difference between the origins of the stage and scanner coordinate systems
is Tz.
The coordinate systems for the scanner, stage, and the object are introduced in Figure
A1. The object coordinate system has an origin located at a feature point of the object
that can be easily detected in all stereo images (2 or more). We call this feature point an
anchor point. XY planes of all three coordinate systems and their X- and Y-axes are
parallel. The Z-axes are vertical and parallel with the principal axis of the scanner. With
respect to the object coordinate system, let us say that the origin of the scanner coordinate
system is (Xc, Yc, Zc) and origin of the stage coordinate system is (Xs, Ys, Zs). The object
could be reconstructed with respect to the stage coordinate system. Instead, we choose
the object coordinate system for two reasons. First, we want to self calibrate the system.
Second, we want to gain higher accuracy in reconstruction by reconstructing the object in
its own scale of dimension (micro or nano). With respect to the stage or the scanner
coordinate system the object dimension is small which makes the numerical roundup or
truncation error in depths relatively big.
Say at tilt 0, the object point (X, Y, Z) is affine projected at (x, y). Before the
projection is applied, the object point is transformed into the scanner coordinate system
only by a translation (Xc, Yc, Zc).
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Figure A1: (a) SEM/LC-SEM stereo imaging set up and (b) scanner, stage, and object coordinate
systems.

⎡ x ⎤ ⎡M
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⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0

0
M
0

0⎤ ⎡ X − X c ⎤
0⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ Y − Yc ⎥⎥ .
0⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ Z − Z c ⎥⎦

(43)

Say, at tilt β, the object point (X, Y, Z) is affine projected at (x’, y’). Before the
projection is applied, the object point is rotated by β around Y-axis. Usually, such rotation
moves the object out of the field of view of the scanner. A translation (Tx, 0, 0) is applied
to bring the scene back into the view. The rotation changes the relative coordinates of the
origins of the stage and the scanner coordinate systems, which are with respect to the
object coordinate system. The new scanner location after rotation of the object is
⎡ X c − X S − Tx ⎤
⎡XS ⎤
⎢ Y −Y
⎥ + R (β )⎢ Y ⎥ , which is obtained by first transforming all the coordinates
c
S
Y
⎢
⎥
⎢ S⎥
⎢⎣ Z c − Z S ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ Z S ⎥⎦
into stage coordinate system, then applying rotation β and translation (Tx, 0, 0), and then
transforming all the coordinates back into the object coordinate system. Thus, we find the
following projection relation for the second view.
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M
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⎥
⎢
⎥
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(44)

From (43) and (44), we have

0
0 ⎤⎡ X ⎤ ⎡
Xc + x
⎤
⎡ 1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0
1
0 ⎥⎢Y ⎥ = ⎢
Yc + y
⎥,
⎢
⎢⎣cos β − 1 0 − sin β ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ Z ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣− sin β .Z s + (cos β − 1). X s − T x + x ′ − x ⎥⎦

(45)

where, M = 1.0 is assumed letting the reconstruction to happen up to a scale factor. In
(45), there are 4 unknowns Xc, Yc, Zs, and Xs, which can be estimated from
correspondence of one point in 3 views or one and a half point in 2 views. The first
scenario, where we choose the anchor point as the one point, is illustrated here further.
Anchor point is the origin (0, 0, 0) in the object coordinate system. Say, image
coordinates of the anchor point in the first and second views are respectively (x a , y a ) and
(x ′a , y ′a ) . Substituting (X, Y, Z) with (0, 0, 0), (x, y) by (x a , y a ) , and (x’, y’) by (x ′a , y ′a ) in
(45), we obtain the following equations,

X c = − xa ,
Yc = − y a ,

(46)

sin β .Z s − (cos β − 1). X s + Tx − x a′ + x a = 0 ,
where the last equation is simplified applying the first one, X c = − x a . From (46) we see
that Xc and Yc can be known from (xa, ya). To solve for Zs and Xs, we need one more
equation which we can obtained from a third view taken at another tilt angle. For tilt
angles β1 and β2 we obtain the following two equations,

sin β1.Z s − (cos β1 − 1). X s + Txβ1 − xa′ + xa = 0
sin β2 .Z s − (cos β2 − 1). X s + Txβ − xa′′ + xa = 0

(47)

2

Zs and Xs are solved from the pair of equations in (47). x a , x′a , and xa′′ are the x image
coordinates of the anchor point in the first, second, and third views. Finally, we obtain the
following reconstruction equations for (X, Y, Z) of a matched pair of points
{(x, y ), (x ′, y ′)} in the first and second views (i.e. left and right stereo images) with
relative tilt angle β,
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X = Xc + x
Y = Yc + y , and

Z=

. cos β − 1)
− sin β .Z s + (cos β − 1). X s − Tx + x′ − x − ( X c + x )(
.
− sin β

(48)

For a constrained setup (Figure A2), the set of equations in (48) can be simplified in
the following way. Assume that stage coordinate system is aligned with object coordinate
system (Xs, Ys, Zs) = (0, 0, 0) and camera coordinate system differs only in Z. In this case,
Tx=0, Xc=0, and Yc = 0. Applying these values in (48), (X, Y, Z) is approximated into
X =x

Y = y , and
x − x′
Z = − x. tan +
.
2 sin β

β

(49)

The expressions in (49) have been used in a paper by Hemmleb et at. [Hemmleb97] .
While imaging the stereo images, working distance of the SEM/LC-SEM system has
to remain the same. When tilted, the object goes out of focus; the stage is then translated
along its optical axis (which is parallel to the Z axes in our set up) to bring the object in
focus. This movement changes the Z-location of the origin of the scanner coordinate
system, (Xc, Yc, Zc). However, this change does not affect the reconstruction; since, in
equations (48) or (49) we do not have Zc.

Scanner

Stage

β
Object

Figure A2: Constrained SEM/LC-SEM stereo imaging set up
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